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Pref ace 
I have endeavored to give an account of Riohmond'e 
reaction to Abraham Lincoln from his election i_n November, 
1860, to his inauguration on March 4, 1861. I ha.ve also 
tried to emphasize· the rea.ction in Richmond because 1 t 
represented not only the attitude in Virginia but in many 
respects the upper South es a whole. 
The paper is divided into two principal parts, each 
divided into three chapters. The first area oonaerns the 
effect of f.1inoo1n•s election on 'the people of Richmond. 
This is discussed in three chapters; the first, a study 
of the backg:round events leading up to the nominating 
conventions and the conventions thems~lvee; the second, a 
survey or the reaction fn Richmond and Virginia from the 
results of' the conventions to the election; and the third, 
the results of the election and a general conclusion. 
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The second area is concerned chiefly with the develop• 
ment and spread of the secessionist faction. The conclusion 
is reached that the majority of Virginians were reconciled 
to the fact that secession was necessary and proper by the 
time of Lincoln's inauguration. The fourth chapter deals 
with the course of action taken by Virginia after Lincoln's 
election and the ultimate unification and expansion of the 
d1ssolutionist faction. The fifth chapter rela.tes the con• 
tlnued increase and triumph by the secessionists as a result 
or the failure of efforts at mediation and other factors. 
The final chapter discusses the reaction to Lincoln's 
inaugural address and a conclusion. 
Throughout the paper I have ref erred to several terms 
which perhaps need clarification. The use of the word 
"radical" perts.ins to secessionists. This term has been 
used primarily 1n connection with newspapers. In referring 
to secessionist groups· or factions, I have sometimes called 
them ·"forces," and this should not be misinterpreted as a 
mi 11 tary toroe. 
I would like to acknowledge those libraPiea and thank 
those individuals who have been most helpful in enabling 
me to obtain many pertinent sources; the Boatwright Memorial 
Library of: the University of Richmond, the Virginia State 
Library, the Virginia Historical Society, the Univel:'si ty of 
Virginia Alderman Library, the MoCormiok Library of' Washing• 
ton and Lee Unive~sity, and the Library of Congress. I 
iv 
would also like to thank Dr. William Gleason Bean, Historian 
Emeritus at Washington and Lee University, for his kind 
assistance in suggesting some very helpful references; Mr. 
John Rutherford of the Library or Congress who was most help• 
ful in obtaining many needed articles; and Mr. William Rachal, 
editor of!!.!!. Virginia Magazine !t.f. !!!.!!.!2!7. ~ Biographz, for 
revealing valuable primary sources. In addition, I would like 
to thank my adviser, Professor Joseph c. Robert, to~ his 
guidance and direction. 
CHAPTER 1 
Background Events and the Conventions 
The election of 186o, to the general student, appears 
as any other; however, to the historian it can easily be 
seen as a labyrinth. No other election in our history bas 
had such broad ramifications, not only in this country but 
in the world as well. If one considers the direct and 
indirect results of the election, one can say that this 
election really altered the entire political, social, and 
economic aspects of the United States. It is impossible 
to study the election-without understanding the previous 
events which helped mold both the Northern and Southern 
minds by 1860. 
If one is careful, he could probably trace the beginning 
of Northern and Southern antagonisms from the Compromise of 
1820, or even with the framing of the Constitution. However, 
it is not until the Nat Turner Insurrection 1n Southampton 
County. Virginia, in 1831, that a continuous and concentrated 
attitude is projected and molded both in the North and the 
South.l This. I believe, is the embryonic state or Southern 
determinism which helped set the pattern of belief in slavery 
l. Clement Eaton, A Histor~ .Qf.. !h!, Old South (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1949), p. 267. 
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as an economic and social good and an avid adherence to state 
rights. At approximately the same time, although actually 
earlier, the North began to develop into a hard core section 
vehemently opposed to slavery, and wholeheartedly advocating 
tree labor. At first, both these respective views were in 
the minority but as certain important events arose, these 
beliefs became augmented until it appeared that the two 
sections were two independent nations dimnetrioally opposed 
to each other. 
By the time ot the American Revolution slavery was, 
according to many historians, on the decline. However, with 
the opening up of new lands in the southwest and the inven-
tion of the cotton gin, the need for labor became greatly 
increased. These events helped to brand the mark of slavery 
on the South for good. This increased demand for slave labor 
also thwarted scattered attempts by isolated individuals to 
put an end to slave labor, such as the colonization efforts. 
It is my contention that the expansion ot slav.~ry into the 
new areas is one of the paramount reasons for the oonfliots 
between the two sections. 
Beginning with the expansion or slave27 into Missouri 
and down to the fight over "bloody Kansas," the oountey 
became involved over the extension of slavery into the terri-
tories. Time and again we will soon see that the underlying 
fear on the part of the majority of the Southerners in the 
election>ot 186o was the question of the right of the exten• 
sion or slavery into the territories, and the protection or 
that institution in the states where it previously existed. 
Instead of these ultimate incidents acting as a warning ot 
what was to come, they seemed only to furnish the needed 
ammunition for the radical abolitionists or the North and 
3 
the "fire eaters" of the South. Such events as the Wilmot 
P:roviso, the Compromise of 1850, the K.ansas•Nebraska Bill, 
the Lecompton Constitution, the Dred Scott decision, and the 
John Brown raid only brought about temporary appeasements 
rather than warnings that level-headed statesmanship was 
needed to prevent future disaster. It la important to remem-
ber that with each of these events the radical element of the 
two sections became increased while the moderate and conserva-
tive forces declined. 
Thus by 1860 the nation appeared to be completely divi• 
ded, pol1t1oally, economically, socially, and religiously. 
Since 1854 the Republican party had made tremendous strides, 
and to the South it appeared that this party of the nBlack 
Republicans" was the mouthpiece for the entire North, especially 
a.fter ·the Congressional eleotions in several of' the key North• 
ern states in 1859. These elections persauded the Southern 
people to believe that· the North was one homogeneous section 
clearly bent on the destruction of its most cherished insti• 
tu·tion-slavery. This generally was the situation in the 
South at the time of the political conventions of 1860. How-
ever, it should be remembered that generalizations are not 
always accurate, and this applies especially to the South. 
The South, it is true, had many common characteristics, 
such a.a climate, an agricultural society, and the use of slave 
labor. However, at the same time it possessed many different 
aspects, and, in general, the South is really many Souths. 
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While the lower South was primarily an agricultural area, 
the upper South exhibited signs of diversification. Industry, 
while not the dominant phase of ·the economy, was more preva-
lent, and as a whole the upper South enjoyed a closer economio 
tie with northeastern and midwestern states. Not only was the 
presence of industry more pronounced, bu·t also ·diversification 
1n agriculture was extended. However, despite these diss1m1-
la.ri ties it should always be kep·t in mind that the South was 
united on at least one principal aspect--the defense of the 
institution of slavery--and because of this the upper South 
would come to the aid of her sister states. It is with this 
basic attitude that the Southern representatives a.t the Demo-
cratic conventio~ in Charleston, South Carolina, met end ult1• 
mately altered the history or the South and the United States. 
When the Democratic convention met on April 6, 1860, in 
Charleston, the Virginia delegation was almost unanimously 
in favor of the nomination of Robert M. T. Hunter for the 
Presidency. 2 Their loyalty can be seen in the fact that they 
voted for him solidly the fifty-seven times ballots were taken, 
\..Zi th the exception of two members ·who oas·t their votes f'or 
Douglas.3 The supporters of Hunter felt that they would have 
to gain the support of a united South or their candidate would 
lose. At the same time they oould not afford to antagonize 
the Douglas delegates from the North. They hoped to keep the 
2. Emerson David Fite, The Presidential CamRaign Qf .JJl2Q. 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1949), p. 267. 
3. Henry Harrison Simms, Life .2f. Robert H,. 1· Hunter 
( Ri.chmond: The William Byrd Press, 1935), p. 144. 
representatives of the lower South quiet on the discussion of 
the platform, which was their ooncession ·to the North, and to 
win the nomination for a Southern man; consequently, they 
would have the nomination firat.4 However, their plan soon 
met with defeat beoause the Yancy-Rhett faction and the 
Northern extremists were determined to ftght out their plat-
form differences before making nominations. 
After a week of debating over tha- platform the committee 
en resolutions i~eported three resolutions. IJ'he firs·t was the 
"majority report," which endorsed the Cincinnati platform of 
1856 with the !!dditlon of the principles of the Dred Scott 
decision. The second, the "minor! ty report," which likewise 
advocated the Cincinnati pls.tform, but w1 th the stipulation 
of a promi~e to abi.de by any future> decision of the Supreme 
Court e.s z-ege.rding sla.ve:ry in the terrl tortes. The third, 
end last report, which was signed only by Ben.js.min F. Butler 
or Maasaohu.setts, ree.sserted the Cincinnati platform, without 
any additions or alterations.5 Ey a vote of 165 to 138 the 
majority report was rejected and that of the minority substi-
tuted in its place.6 Thus it appeared that popular sovereignty 
\.HlS tri umpr.arrt, but in ell actuality the vie tory was so aha llow 
that Douglas never reaped any fruits from it. 
As soon a.s ·the vote was announced the Alabama delegn ti on, 
led by Yancey, arose and left the hall. Thoy were soon follow-




Henry F. Shanks, The ~cession Movement .1.n Vj.rg1.nia
4 .!§lL!-~ (Richmond: Garr·ett and Massie, Ina., 193 ) , 
I>· 10.,.,,. 
Fite, loo. o1 t. 
IJ21g_. 
South Carolina, Georgia, and Arkansas. It is this type of 
rash action which was charao~eristio of events between the 
two sections from 1850 to the outbreak of the Civil War. 
By the respect! ve state sf actions it appeared that the dele• 
gates .were "instructed not to submit to the nomination of 
Douglas; but in such an event, to withdraw f:r-om the Conven-
ti tt7 on. • • • The re1naining delegates proceeded to a fruit-
less balloting for President through fifty-seven tiresome 
ballots, !tn which Douglas was always far in the lead of the 
other candidates, including among others, James Guthrie or 
Kentucky> R. M. T. Hunter of Virginia, and Andrew Johnson 
of Tennessee. However, the Douglas forces never attained 
the requisite number of votes to give him the nomination. 
Therefore, the convention passed a resolution requesting the 
seceding states to fill up their vacant delegations, and 
e.djourned for six weeks, to meet~ .again in Baltimore on Jun.a 
18. 8 
6 
The seceders in the meantime gathered 1n Charleston where 
they issued a separate platform or principles and then adjourned 
to meet in Richmond on June 11. 9 A letter published in ·the 
·tp.ohnJond lth1.s. .mui Public A,Gvert11UU: by ex-Governor Wise of 
Virginia, who was a pro-secessionist and who vied with Hunter 
for the Virginia delegates• support for the nomination or 
president, reflects the moderate and realistio attitude or 
7. Richmond Whig .!ru! Publio Advertiser, April 20, 1860, 
p. 2. 
6. Fite, £.E.• cit., p. 107. 
_ 9. Ibid. 
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Virginians during the convention crisis. However, Mr. Wise's 
attitude was soon to change. He said: 
Let Virginia be a unit as to the nomination, let 
her adhere to her ~onstitutional principles, unit 
or not, and let the
1
8armony of the Democratic 
party be preserved. 
This plea was likewise endorsed by his rival, R. M. T. Hunter, 
at the Charleston oonvention.11 
With the commencing of the Baltimore convention, the 
expected happened, an 1rreoono1lable quarrel over the con-
testing Southern delegations. On this important question, 
by the very act of secession of the Southerners themselves 
at the Charleston convention, the entire decision lay with 
tha Douglas men. South Carolina and Florida sent their dele-
gates only to Richmond: the Mississippi and Texas members, 
which were sent to both Richmond and Baltimore, were finally 
admitted after a bitter contest but were refused their pre• 
ferred seats; the original delegates from Arkansas and 
{ 
Georgia, s11nt to both adjourned conventions, were admitted at ! 
I 
Baltimore and took their seats; from Alabama and Louisiana 
alone, tho "bolters," commissioned to both June conventions, 
were rejected at Ba~timore and their seats given to the 
Douglas delegates.12 
The delegates then proceeded to nominate a President 




Richmond ~his and Public Advertiser, April 21, 
1860, p. • -
Riobmgnd ~-Weeklt Enquirer, May 22, 186o, p. 2. 
Fite, .QR • .Q.,1!., p. 108. 
Stephen Douglas of Illinois for President e.nd Senato:r 
Fitzpatrick of Alabama for Vice President. Later Sena.tor 
Benjamin Fitzpatrick declined the nomination and it was 
conferred upon a Georgia moderate, Herschel V. Johnaon. 13 
At the same time the seaeders convened in the same city 
8 
and nominated the current Vioe President, Jobn·c. Breckenridge 
of Kentucky, for President and Joseph Lane of Oregon for Vice 
President; and thus a third· party, the Cons·titutional Demo• 
oratic party, was placed in the field. The Richmond conven-
tion, attended by the South Carolina delegates, unanimously 
ratified the nominations of Breckenridge and Lane. 14 
Between the adjournme.rit of the Charleston convention and 
the commencing of the Baltimore convention, the Republican 
party met in Chicago to ohose their candidates. Nomination 
for the Presidency wae not going as the party leaders had 
planned at Chica.go. After three ballots a little-known Sena-
tor from Illinois, Abraham Lincoln, was nominated for-President. 
Seward's aesociation with the "higher law" doctrine and the 
"irrepressible conflict" acted against him rather than in his 
favor. A typical reaction from the people of Virginia can be 
seen 1n an artiole from the May 16 Winchester Yirginie.n. It 
mentioned that: 
It is well for the people occasionally to revert 
to the terms in which Mr. Seward in his Rochester 
speech, places the North and the South in "irre-
pressible conflict" with each other. Can anything 
13. 1.2.!.s!., p. 109. 
14. J. G. Randall end David Donald, ~ Ciyil ~and 
Reconstruction (Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 
1961)' p. 129. 
be more dangerous or infamous than his propo-
sition as stated in his own language? ~en 
we have the declaration of the fanatical Seward~ 
that the war against negro slavery is to be 
waged until the system of elBvery or the system 
of freedom be exterminated.I~ 
9 
Lincoln's success at Chicago was due to the fact that he was 
better able than any other candidate to attract the support 
from the old line Whigs and the crusading abolitionists, end 
also the fact that the convention was held in his home state. 16 
Before discussing the reaction of the people in Richmond 
and Virginia to the nomination of Lincoln, a fourth political 
organization must be mentioned. Composed primarily or 
Southerners who distrusted both Douglas and Breckenridge, 
this group formed what became known as the Constitutional 
Union party or opposition party. This party realized the 
present danger that the Union was raced with, and its plat-
form·, therefore, completely ignored the issue of slavery. 
Their one plank platform was based solely on the preservation 
of the Union, the Constitution~ and the enforcement of the 
lawa.17 Meeting at Baltimore, they chose John Bell of 
Tennessee as their Presidential c~didate, and Edward Everett 
for Vice President. Its platform and nominees appealed 
especially to the border states of the South, and it was 
believed that Bell had a good chance of election, if the 
election was thrown into the House of Representatives. 
15. Winchester Virginian, May 16, 1860, p. 2. 
16. Randall and Donald, .2ll• .Q.1.t. 1 p. 131. 
17. Eaton, .££~; ~., p. 572. 
With four par·ties in the field 1 t appeared obvious to 
many Virginians from the outset that tho election of Lincoln 
would be impossible to prevent unless some successful unify-
ing attempt could be made. All four oendidates professed a 
devotion to the preservation of the Union; however, the 
association of candidates with the radical lowe·r South and 
'the abolitionist North tended to overshadow this devotion. 
The ste.ge was clearly set for what was to become the moat 
10 
tragic election in the history of the United States. The 
unwillingness of. both 'the North and the lower South to lis·ten 
to the moderate pleas of the border states brought forth an 
utterly complex and misunderstood poa1 ti on. The co·tton states 
believe~ that the election of Lincoln meant the end to Southern 
freedom and rights, and to many Republicans the election 
appeared as a mandate for Republica.n pa.rty principles, whether 
radical or not. 
CHAPTER 2 
Reaction in Richmond and Virginia 
From the Conventions to the Election 
The majority of newspapers, even the most oonse~va-
tive ones, exhibited some type of fear with the nomination 
of the Republican candidate. However, very few papers, or 
individuals, really believed that the election or Lincoln 
necessitated the dissolution of the Union. Perhaps the 
attitude of John Minor Botts of Dumfrees, Virginia, clearly 
reflects the be.sic attitude of those Virginians who saw no 
immediate need for alarm if a "Black Republican" was elected 
President. Botts maintained that the Senate would be against 
him for the next four years and also the United States Supreme 
Court, even if the Houee aided him. He went on to say: 
I would go to the Supreme Court. I would there 
proclaim that Congress had no power to interfere 
with slavery, and demand that justice and right 
be done· me. But if the Supreme Court refused me 
redress! then I would say the time has come for 
revolut oni and let him take the lead who will, 
I will fol ow.l 
Mr. Botts was en anti•seoessionist, who had been a Whig 
until 1854 when the party virtually collapsed. He then joined 
the Know-nothings. He ran for Congress in 1854 but was 
defeated because of his continued antagonism against the South 
and the Democratic pa.rty. 2 With this defeat he re·turned to the law 
1. Clyde c. Webster, "John Minor Botts, Anti-Seoession-
ist, 11 Riobrrtond College Historica.1 Papers 1 Vol;l, 
(Rlohmond, 1915}, pp. 25-26. 
2. Ibid., ·P· 22. 
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profession where he set up practice in Richmond. His intelli• 
gent and sober views appear ae a minority in n sea of rash 
and uneducated interpretations. 
Another example or conaerva·tism was Senator R. H. T. 
Hunter of Essex County. However, it should be remembered, 
like many Virginians, though a compromiser by nature l4--td 
environment, he shared the aggressive attitude of Jefferson 
De.vie and Robert Toombs regarding the property rights or 
slaveholders in the common territorias.3 Although ultra-
Southern on the slavery question, ~~d basically a typical 
Southern Democrat, that is anti-tai-iff and anti-homestead 
law, he was not without caution and prudence.4 A letter from 
him to his sister, Jene, clearly illustrates this point. 
Written just prior to the election, he said: 
The South· is not aware of its own position, and 
can only be warned by degrees. I believe that 
even twenty men in this body who would act as I 
am disposed to do could--I will not say save the 
country, but at least act as a solutary check 
upon the exoessee of the two~great parties who 
are distracting our country.~ 
In general it can be said that while Mr. Hunter was not one 
ot the eager secessionists who would have hastened to leave 
the Union without parley; his hesitation ended with the with• 
drawal of Virginia from the Union. 
3. 
5. 
Charles Henry Ambler (ed.), "correspondence of R. 
M. T. Runter, 1826•1876," Annual R§~o~t 21: the 
American Historical Association, Vol.11 (Washington-
1918), p. 9. 
D. w. Bartlett, Presidential Candidates (New York: 
A. B. Burdick, i8j9), p. 245°. 
Martha T. Hunter, ! Memoir 2£ Robert M. T. Hunter 
(Washington: Neale Publishing Company, 1903), pp. 
113-114. 
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In alnJos t direct contrast to Hunter on the election ori sis 
was ex-Governor lienry Wise. Wise was radical in hie views on 
the slavery question. B.e demanded the fullest protection from 
'the courts and Congress for the protection of the institution. 
Bartlett has drawn an interesting comparison between Hunter 
and Wise. Re maintains that while Wise was voluble, Hunter 
was retioent; while the ex-governor was rash, Hunter was 
cautious and prudent; and while \\Ii se was a reformer in his 
l-Jay, Hunter was an "old fogy" in politioa.6 The ex•Governozt 
proclaimed that the election of Lincoln "will be actual war--
and will leave us but one resort-the Blood and Fire and 
Revolution.u7 The .following excerpt from TI!!_ Review of 
Charlottesville clearly illustrates the radical beliefs which 
he nurtured in regards to the election; 
. The moment 1 t is ascertained tha.t Abraham Lincoln 
is elected President of the United Statee, a gen-
eral Convention of delegates from each county is 
to convene in 1 Richmond, ·to determine upon measures 
for pro tee tin~Qour own safety and honor sa a 
people •••• ····u 
In trying to sample the reaction of individuals in regards 
to the cri. sis, one oa.nno t overlook the views of Edrnund Ruffin 
of Hanover County. This Virginian nf1re eater" ranks high on 
, 
such a list of Southern radicals. Ruffin clearly revealed 
his views towards the crisis in a letter to Yancey of October 
29, 186o. He said: 
According to all p:resent indications the result 
••• will give the election to the avowed 
6. Bartlett, .2E.• £.!.!., p. 244. 
7. Charlottesville Review, November 6, 1860, p. 2. 
8. ~. 
abolition candidate ••• I cannot doubt that 
you will view this result as I do, of the 
clear and unmistakable indication of future 
and fixed domination of the Northern sections, 
its abolition policy ••• and the beginning 
of a sure and speedy progress to the extermi• 
nation of negro slavery and the conquest and 
utter ruin of the prosperity of the South. 
I cannot doubt tha. t you see the one passage 
tor escape from this impending end e.wful . 
danger and calamity by secession •••• 9 
Despite the avid secessionist views of Wise and Ruffin, 
and others like William c. Rives and· Frank v. Winston of 
Louisa Court House, there were many Virginians who expressed 
a wait-and-see at t1 tude. There were such men as John S. 
Pendleton, who believed that Virginia's duty was first to 
herself and then to the North as well as the Sou th; William 
14 
M. Blackford of Lynchburg, who favored waiting for an overt 
act, but at the same time letting the North realize the serious 
danger in Virginia; and professor John B. Minor of the Univer• 
eity or Virginia, who took a firm Union stand. 10 
Perhaps the views expressed by Governor Letcher in his 
address to the General assembly on tTanua.ry 7, 1861, illustrate 
the general e.ttitude of most Virginians. He ma.1n-tained: 
The ties of bro·therhood have been severed; and 
though living under the same institution the 
sections seam to be as hostile • • • aa !r their 
citizens belonged to unfriendly governments •••• 
We must wisely improve the present; correct its 
errors; reform its abuses; retmite the several 
9. Avery Craven, E2mund Ruft:t.n, ~outherne~ (New York: 







10. Ollinge?' Crenshaw, "The Slave States in th.a Presi• 
dential Election of 1860," The John Eopkins .!!!.U.-
yersi't!I Studies ~ Historical and Political Science, 
Vol. LXIII (Baltimore: The John Uopkin*s Preas, 
1945), pp. 131-133. 
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ties of affection; and unkindle anew the fires 
of patriotism; it we would recover all that has 
been lost.11 
However, Letoher also made it clear that while he was opposed 
to immediate secession and coercion by either the North or 
the lower South, he would favor division if an overt act 
~arranted it. He was opposed to slavery politically and 
socially, but not morally, and continued to respect the 
value of slave property.12 His defense of slavery was amply 
revealed in his address to the Assembly when he said: 
Their /Northern_] systematic and persistent warfare 
upon tne insti~ution of domestic slavery ••• 
have done much to create the present state ot 
exasperation existing between the two sections of 
the Union.13 
Letoher's continued devotion to the preservation of the Union 
can be seen in hts founding of the Lexington Yallex, Star 
newspaper, which was the mouthpiece of Douglas, whom be 
supported. 
This wai t-and-aee attitude was the view which the major• ; 
. I 
1ty of newspapers in Virginia endorsed. However, there were ; 
l 
certain ones which advocated quick and immediate action. The/ 
two most prominent in the state were the R1obmonq Daily 
Examiner and the R1ghmgng Ei>,gu1re:r:, both voices or the Con• , 
stitutional Democratic party candidates, Breckenridge and 
· Lane. Other prominent newspapers which gave support to the 




V!rginia and Accompanying Documents (Richmond: 
William F. Ritchie, Public Printers, 1861), pp. 4-5. 
12. 
13. 
·"To the People of Vil'ginia! John 
Antecedents, .Read and Circulate, n 
Pamphlets, Vol. XX.XVII (Richmond: 
Job Office, 1859), p. 6. 
R1 tcbie, ~· .Q..!,!., pp. 13-14. 
Letcher on His 
Poli tioal 
Whig Book and 
16 
thesis that secession was the only solution were the Petersburg 
Bulletin, Winchester Virginian, and the Rockbridge Democrat. 
Since these newspapers championed the minority view in Virginia 
e.nd Richmond, mo:re emphnsie will be placed on the more moderate 
and conservative papers. 
The most outstanding moderate pa.per in Richmond, and proba-
bly in Virginia.. was the Richmond Daily Whtg. This paper, 
which endoraed John Bell and Edward Everett, continuoucly advo-
cated suppo1"t for the Union and a.ocurataly evaluated the eleo• 
t1on crisis to the people of Rloh~ond. Other papers which 
took a similar stand were the Reyiew of Cha.rlottesville, the 
Eichraond Daill: Diapatph, the Lmdngtop Gazette, the Lyn.chburg 
Virginian, and the Lexington Valley ~· In studying the 
reaction of the newspapers to the election, it is extremely 
important that one realizes that many of theae pnpers reflect 
the sentiment of their editors and not necessarily thofe or 
the people •. 
A clear example of pro-secession sentiment is seen in an 
article of the :May 22, Richmond De.il-y: Examiner. 11he Examiner 
was edited by William Old, Jr., who avidly supported R. M. T. 
Hunter at the Cb.arleston Convention. In regard to Lincoln's 
nomination the Examiner proclaimed: 
He [tincol~~is a far more dangerous opponent of 
all conservative parties for he can carry Seward's 
strength and other forces, which ths.t more noted 
and hated man could never have commanded. • • • 
In such a condition of affairs, we see but little 
hope as to the election, except to Wlite the South 
to take immediate action after· the fact Of th.e
14 election of the Chicago ticket is ascertained. 
-14. Richmond Daily Examiner, May 22, 1860, p. 2. 
It is interesting to note that while the majority of papers 
reserved a sense of hope and moderation until after the 
election, both the Examiner and Enquire~ expressed immediate 
action in the form of alignment with the lower South. The 
Examiner opposed Bell primarily because he voted against the 
annexation of Texas, because bis tendencies in general were 
pro-northern, and the belief that he caused a wide split in 
17 
' / 
the Democratic ·pe~ty. The Exe.miner joined with other seces-
sionist papers in opposing Douglas' squatter sovereignty thesis. 
The Examiner opposed hts thesis because.it could refuse "judicial 
decisions and Congressional legislature."1 .5 
The Examiner clearly summed up the radical interpretation 
of Bell and Dou.glas when it said: 
The friends of Bell and Douglas, the other oppo•·--
nents of Lincoln, have not only no such distinct 
antagonism wl th him .LLincolnJ on principle and 
policy, but they have unhappily approached too 
near to bis own 1deas
6
to make their suooeae a 
condemnation or him.l 
The Examiner went on to state more clearly in a later issue 
the underlying fears of most Virginians in regard to Lincoln's 
·· ... 
election. 
It Lthe effect of' voting for Bell and Douglaf!7 
will be to render Lincoln's election most proba-
ble, and to make his administration most inju• 
rious to the South. Let it be remembered that 
Lincoln's avowed principles and known feeling 
will lead him to use all the power of the Govern• 
ment to prevent the extension and cause the 
extinction of slavery.17 
15. llUi!.., October 22, 1860, p. 2. 
16. Ibid., October 24, 1860, p. 2. 
17. Ibid., October 29, 1860, p. 2. 
In the same issue the Examiner maintained that a vote for 
Breckenridge "will be to give the strongest opposition 
directly to the election of Lincoln, and it will, if any-
thing can, restrain the aggressive character or his adminis• 
tre. ti on. nlB 
A typical example of the irrational interpretations by 
the rpdical papers of_Lincoln's election is the November 2 
issue of the Examiner. It proclaimed: 
He will have at his back the whole legislative 
power ot the Government. He will have in his 
hands the Executive power or his Union. He and 
bis party will have the power to tax your 
property, your capital, your·indus~ryi directly 
and indirectly. He and his party wil have 
control or the Federal Treasury of the country. 
He and his·party will have control of' the pub• 
lie domain, the lands of the United States. 
All these can and will be use~ against your 
most valued property /:Slavery..(, to the destruc• 
tion or the very society on wm.ch you:r lives, · 
peace and prosperity are dependent. To this 
Lincoln and his party are publicly pledged.19 
18 
If one recalls the sentiments of Jolm Minor Botts he will 
clearly see·the absurdity in the above statement. At this 
point one must ask himself, what was Lincoln's attitude toward 
the "peculiar 1nstut1on?" Generally 1 t can be said that in 
the background or most Virginians, and Southerners as well, 
lurked a common fear, which John c. Calhoun expressed when 
he said, the "great body or the North is tinited against our 





~.,November 3, 1860, p. 2. 
Quoted in Arthur c. Cole, "Lincoln's Election an 
Immediate Menace to Slavery in the Statea1'' ~ 
American Historical Review, Vol. XXXVI (New York: 
Tlie Macmillan Co., 1931), p. 742. 
19 
Lincoln unequivocally stated his views toward slave~y. While 
opposing the spread of slavery, he time and again guaranteed 
the protection of the institution in the states where it 
21 already existed. 
If an understanding of Lincoln's position on slavery ia 
to be comprehended at all, if that is possible to achieve, 
one will always have to keep two pertinen·t facts 'in mind. 
The first is that Lincoln was actually an emanoipationist 
by compulsion. As Arthur a. Cole purports, "Lincoln we.a made 
a saint and liberator in spite of himself, ••• he did not 
voluntarily rise up. he was floated upon the restless will ot 
the people •••• "22 The second is that his belief in the 
arrestment of the further extension of slavery into the ter~i~ 
tories meant a "defiance of right and justice and of a. spirit 
or our fundamental law" to the majority or the Southern people. 23 
Thus a general conclusion can be drawn that Lincoln, at the 
time of hi~ .election, was not in favor or the dissolution ot 
slavery, and that pre-conceived interpretations of Lincoln's 
ideas by both the North and the South were unjustly accepted 
as definitive. 
The Richmond Enquirer time after time expressed the belief 
that the election of the "Black Republican" meant the extino• 
t1on or Negro slavery. In the May 22 issue it maintained: 
The success of this party, flushed with victory, 
starvtng for the spoils, not only or office, but 
21. ~., p. 741. 
22. lW· 
-23. l.12.!S., p. 761. 
of the fair land and virgin soil of the 
sunny South, would be destructive of negro 
slavery ~verywhere in states and terri• 
tori es. 2q. 
The En9Uirer, which was edited by avid secessionists such as 
Ritchie and Wise, continuously attempted to force upon the 
people the belief that the success or the Republican party 
in November would mean the disruption or the Union. For 
example, in an August 10 issue it stated: 
20 
It 1s folly to discuss this question ••• whether r 
they L'the Republ1canf!7 will be justified in breaking 
up the Union.,, ••• The probability is that they 
will do it right or wrong. and it is this danger 
which we must face if we cannot avert it.25 
The Enquirer took the stand that the South had no obligation 
to the Union and therefore had no official contract to observe, 
especially since that contract was broken by the North. In a 
July 10 editorial the pape~ clearly put forth the doctrine ot 
secession when it stated: 
If the Southern States are to be ruined by 
'missiles' hurled by the hands or Lincoln and 
his followers ••• with the power and pat-
ronage of the Federal Government, against the 
institutions and lives of the people of the 
Southern States it will be a matter or small 
consequence whether that ruin follow the effort 
at independence or comes as the natural conse• 
quence of a servile submission to black Repub• 
lican rule.26 
Similar in many ways to the Enquirer and Examiner was the 
Winc~ster ~irginian, which was edited by J. J. Palmer, 
24. Richmond Enquirer, May 22, 1860, p. 2. 
25. Ibid., August 10, 1860, p. 2. 
26. Quoted in Dwight Lowell Dumond (ed.), Southern 
Editorials on Secession (New York: The Centuriy 
Co., 19JlT,--P. 118. 
21 
revealing similar attitudes of ~rational nnd hasty judgments, 
the Virginian likewise expressed the possibility of rebellion 
if Lincoln ware elected. The Vir~inian maintained that: 
He ["r.incolry is a black republican fanatic of the 
deepest dye, who will descend to do any filthy 
work his party may require of him. h'i th the 
Presidency in the hands or such a man, there can 
be no peace and qulet in the country and the dan-
gers of rebellion and disunion ere staring·· us in 
the faoe.27 
Although the majority of Virginians, and Southerners e.s well, 
believed eventually that with the split in the Democratic 
party the victory of !Jincoln was greatly enhanced ond 1110s t 
probable, the Virginian expressed a prediction which was typl-
cal of the radio al papers early in the carr1paign. Its tated 
that "Breckenridge will carry 1.n all probability all the 
Southern Stat~s, while Lincoln will in all probability carry 
all except one or two Northern States," and thus, they be-
26 11eved, Breckenridge would be elected. This belief, of 
course, proved to be completely unsound. 
Just prior to the election, the Virginian published an 
article which reveals not only unsound interpretation end 
judgment, but e.lso utterly false accusations. An excerpt from 
the article reads ss follows: 
All that is needed to save the day 1s for every 
man who is not for Lincoln to come to the polls 
and vote for Breckenridge. • • • Then you ce.n 
go to your pillows at night calm in consciousness 
that, whether the Union stand or fall, you have 
done your duty, and that you have not contributed 
by your vote, directly or indirectly, to raise to 
the Presidency of the United States and the 
27. Winchester Virginian, May 21, 186o, p. 2. 
28. Ibid., October 3, lBto, p. 2. 
guardianship of your liberties .to the men who 
subscribed fifty dollars to buy the rifles 
John Brown brought to Harpers Ferry.29 
22 
Th1s type or statement reveals two principal aspects whtch 
are characteristic or radical publications at the time; one, 
it shows that even resorting to the distortion of facts was 
used to enhance the chances or their candidate end discourage 
any possible ohanoe of victory for the Republican pe.r·ty; two, 
that the radical papers would rather preach disunion, based 
on false truths if necessary, than submit to moderation or 
conciliation. There was no middle ground in their viewa--
ei ther submission or disunion, and the latter would by far 
be the better choice. 
The journalism of the moderate papers, whioh was 1 n the 
majority, revealed a definite uniqueness. And it is this 
uniqueness that should be kept in mind. This peculiar ohar-
ao teri stio was that at no time did they endorse the Republican 
candidate or disfavor the inatitution of slavery. It is 
intex•esting to note that it was these ae.me oonaervat1 ve papers 
whioh later sanctioned Virginia's decision in regard to seces-
sion and her place in the Confederacy. The significant point 
to remember, however, is that in time of crisis they were 
calm, oonciliatory, and astute. 
The Richmond patl~ ~. which endorsed the Constitutional 
Union candidates John Bell and Edward Everett, wholeheartedly 
supported the candidate from the pnrty 1 a formation. The Whig 
29. Ibid., October 30, 1860, p. 2. 
maintained that by the lower South supporting the candidacy 
of Breckenridge it was favoring the dissolvement or the 
Union. In an article or July 31 it stated: 
In the twelfth issue, we published an article 
charging that a cold-blooded deliberate, heart-
less conspiracy existed in certain quarters, to 
break up the Union of the United States to 
revolutionize the government and establ!sh a 
Southern Confederacy. We dated the conspiracy / 
with the meeting of the Southern Convention 1n 
Nay, ·1858, et }iontgomery, Alabama, ••• and 
connecting it with the candidacy of Mr. Brecken-
ridge for the Pree1denoy.30 
23" 
In a later issue it lucidly, and .ror the most part honestly, 
interpreted the supporters of Breckenridge. "We believe," 
1 t proclaimed, "the great bulk of the suppor,ters of Breckenridge, 
especially in the Cotton States, are rabid d1sun1onists."31 
Many or the papers who supported Breckenridge tried to 
discourage support for Bell by maintaining that the· latter 
opposed slavery. To disprove not only this point and to also 
illustrate the point that the Whig, as other conservative 
papers, also zealously supported slavery, the Richmond Daily 
Whig had this to say about their candidate: 
••• experience, and observation, and retleo-
t1on • • • have taught Mr. Bell, as they ba.ve 
ta,ught the whole South, together with large 
m:m1be.rs of the North, that ala.very tn the 
:~~t~e~!rrcf~fe~n:~ft~~~~~r~b:e: 3~eoessary, 
As the eleet1on approa.chad, the Whlg realized that the only 
chance of detesting Lincoln would be by unification wi·th the 
30. Rt c hrn ond ~a1 lz Wh1. S 1 . July 31, 18to, p. 2 • 
31. Ibid., September 10, 186o, p. 2. 
32. ~·· October 11, 1860 1 p. 
.... 
~. 
Douglas forces. In regard;1 to the Bell and Douglas forces 
and their role in the election, it said this: 
We stand side by side, end shoulder to shoulder,- \ 
in defense of the Constitution and the Union of \ 
the country, and in bpposition to the many dis- . 
union projects of the Yancey-Breckenridge faction • 
• • • The only issue involved in the coming elec-
tion ts the momentous and paramount issue of the 
preservation of the Government itaelt.33 · 
24 
Another ardent supporter or the Bell-Everett ticket in 
Richmond was the Richmond Whig and Public Advertiser, a semi-
weekly branch of the Ricgmond I{aily Whig. An article in the 
May 25 paper illustrates the typical point of view held by 
the conservative papers in regard: to the election. It saidt 
We regret that our neighbor of the !Jaminer 
intends counseling a dissolution of the Union, 
in the event or the non-election of a Demo-
cratic President in November next. • •• With 
all due deference to his better judgment, we 
do not and cannot think that the defeat of the· 
Democratic candidate in the coming election 







The unscrupulous attempts on the part of the radical papers 
to ar•ouae the passions or the Southern people against the · 
North~ and their intimidation of the people is illustrated 
in the following excerpt from the November 2 issue of the 
Richmond Whig !!!.St Public Advertiser. It stated that: 
The Breckenridge-Yancey party loudly protest they 
are not for disunion; that the charge is a slander, 
yet they not only never utter one word in defense 
of the Union, but they stigmatize evef!Y men that 
utters a word against di~union, as a 'submiss1on-
1st, 1 a 'Union Shrieker• etc •••• Every 
Breckenridge editorial is a studied effort to 
33. ~., November 2, 1860, p. 2. 
34. Richmond Whig !!!£ Public Advertiser, May 25, 1860, 
P• 2. 
inflame the passions and arouse the prejudices 
of the people of the South, and cause them to 
regar~ the Union as a curse instead of a bless-
ing.35 
25 
The Lexington Gazette, which was edited by Alphonso 
Smith, accurately evaluated the increased ohanoea of Lincoln's 
election beoause of the split in the Demoorat party. It 
maintained that: 
An avowedly sectional party has just held a con-
vention in Chicago and nominated candidates for 
the Presidency and Vice Presidency, with every 
prospeot of success if the conservative strength 
of the country oonti,nue3 cut up in parties end 
factions as it now is.Jo 
This mouthpieoe of the Bell-Everett ticket again expressed 
almost certain fear or the election of the Republican candi-
date in the November l issue. The Gazette proclaimed thatc 
During the whole canvas we have feared the 
election or Lincoln, end as the election day 
approaches there is little to encourage us 
that he may be defeated.37 
The Charl2ttesv!lle Review, another supporter of Bell 
and Everett,· revealed the same candidness. "There is only 
one man," the Review believed, "who stands any chance or an 
election before the people, and that's Abraham Linooln.u3B 
Editors Green Payton and J. c. Southall of the Review aoou• 
rately evaluated the would-be results of a union between the 
. Breckenridge and Douglas forces. "They are both confessedly 
sectional" the Review maintained, "and the oonserva.ti ve 
·35. ~·· November 2, 186o, p. 2. 
36. Lexington Gazette, May 24, 1860, p. 2. 
37. ~·, November 1, 186o' p. 2. 
38. Charlottesville Review, June 29, 1860 I P• 2. 
element at the North could not be dra'Wn into a support of 
Breckenridge, as the same element at the South would not 
sustain Douglas."39 
On the eve of the election the Southern Churchman of 
Alexandria issued a short but pertinent article in regard· 
26 
to the election crisis. It reflects not only the general 
attitude of the people or Richmond, Virginia, the uppe~ South, 
but also of the clergy in these re spec ti ve ere as. It read a.s 
follows: 
It is not therefore highly proper and desirable 
that the Christian people of the Commonwealth 
of Virginiet so deeply and peculiarly interested 
in the maintenance of the Union, should observe 
a day of fasting and prayer to Almighty God that 
he would so influence and overrule the minds or 
our fellow-citizens, and so order the counsels 
of those who they depute to act for them, so that 
peace and happiness, truth and justice, religion 
and piety which have hitherto been established 
among µ!I, may be perpetuated through ell genera-
t1ons.4D 
~hus i by the day of the election we see that F.iohmond and 
- ' 
the state o!' Virginia were divided into two principal taotfons, 
those· supporting Breckenridge end those endorsing Eell. The 
former, as we have already seen, advocated immediate action 
if a Republican was elected to the Presidency, secession 1f 
necessary. However, the latter showed signs of strength and 
.astuteness in times of crisis. The Breckenridge forces made 
many accusations and predictions, but as all things which rely 
heavily on false principles and ideals, their aspirations were 
39. Ibid., July 6, 1860, p. 2. 
40. Southern Churchman, November 2, 1860, p. 2. 
to end in utter :failure. The capital or Virginia end the 
Old Dominion were not ready to submit to the belief of 
Yancey and Rhett, especially not until all attempts at 
oonoiliation ha.d been tried. 
27 
OHAPl'ER .3 
The Election and Conclusion 
The results or the election on Noyember 6 reflected 
·two basic attitudes; one, the conserva ti va belier that the 
election did not necessitate immediate withdrawal from the 
Union; and two, the radical contention that this definitely 
meant the.·t war was inevitable and that Virgin! a and the 
South sho'4d Unite to protect 1 tself' f'rom Northern aggres-
sion. HoweverD there was one common belief in all the 
peace-loving Virginians, and that was that the election 
or Lincoln, while being expeoted, shat·tered their hopes 
that something might happen to bring about the defeat or 
the "Black Republican'' cnndidate.l. Even Union men., though 
they hated to admit it, believed that the election wa.s a 
matter of 11.ttle consequences, the victory of a "Black Repub-
lican" being inevitable any how. 2 
A letter from R. Tonsill to R. M. T. Hunter 0£ March 
22. 1860, denotes the radical reaction to the election. 
"If the South," Mr. Tonsill maintained, "should ever be so 
·unwise as to submit to the election or an abolition President, 
her degradation will be complete, her end that of st. Domingo."3 
1. 
2. 
James c. McGregor! The Disru~tion of Virginia (New 
York: The Macmil aii"(;o., 19 2}, p:-9~; 
Ibid., p. 98. 
Charles Henry Ambler (ed ) , "Correspondence of Robert 
M. T. Hunter, 1826-1876,« Annual Report£!. the Amer!• 
can Historical Association, Vol. II (Washington, 1918), 
p. 306. 
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It is interesting in this quotation how the terrible fear of 
a servile insurrection is equated with the election of Lincoln. J 
Even Senator Hunter himself expressed a fear for the ineti• 
tu ti on of slavery with the election of Lincoln. In a letter 
to James R. Micoru and others, he said: 
For the first time eince tho Union wns formed 
we have seen a President of the United States 
nomino.ted and elected, so far as ·the popular 
voioe is concerned, by a sectional party, a 
party founded in hostility to the institutions 
ot African slavery. • • .4 
An 1romed1a.te need for protection is clearly revealed in 
a letter from James.Murray Mason to Nat Tyler. Mason pro-
clairned ths. t: . 
The election of President is mo.de, and nothing 
remains but formally to count and then cast the 
electoral vote. There are those who believe, 
and I am one of them, that no safety remains to 
the Southern ste.tes and thei.r people, but such 
a.s shall be vindi ca.ted by a e tern purpose of 
aelf-proteotion.5 
This desire for self-protection is illustrated again in the 
.fact that upon hearing of the elec tlon the oomr:1enden t of the 
state armory left for Washington to buy military stores. 6 
An article in the Bighrnond ~-We~kl~ EA.imline.r. on Novernbe.tt 
20 also proclaims not only of the need for self •protection but 
also secession. It reported: 
Let the people of Virginia remember that if they 






lb id • ' p. 3 3 7. 
Margaret Kean Monteiro. 0 The Presidential Election 
of 1860 In Virginia," Richmond Colle8!!. Historical 
Papers, Vol. II. (Richmon~, 191~·19l7), p. 257. 
McGregor, .2.D.• ~., p. 99. 
to provide 'some ~ecuri ty aga.inet 1 t !Northern 
aggression.] the power of taxing their property, 
controlling the price of product~, and deciding 
whether they shall be at peace o: war •••• 7 
A cons is tent evaluation of the si tuat:J.on of the United 
States by the radicals is found in sn editorial in the 
Richmond Daily F;:amiper. "The Governrnen t of the Union, 0 
1 t believed, "is in the hands of the avowed enemies of one 
entl re sec ti on. It 1 s to be directed in hos ti li ty to the 
property of that section."8 The fear of m~ Virginians of 
the possible ex Uno ti on of slavery in the ·states where it 
presently existed was a pare.mount concern. The Examiner 
amply illustrated this point when it said: 
It is not the elevation of a man, nor the tem-
porary success of a political party, but it is 
the deliberate declaration or principles and 
policy adverse to the rights and interests or 
the property holders in the South •••• 9 
30 
Another pertinent topic of disouaaion by the rad1oal 
papers was the urging of Virginia to join her sister states 
in the form of an independent confederacy. The Richmond 
F.hguirer clearly summed up the attitude of the anti-Pnionist 
papers, in regard to the role which Virginia should play in 
the future, when it said: 
What will Virginia do? That is a question for 
the people of ·the state; as for ourselves, and 
speaking for very many others, who agree with 
us, we are for a united South--in the Union, if 
possible which we much prefer--but if that be 
denied us, then we are for a united South as 
1. Richmond ~-weeklz Examiner, 
p. 2. 
November 8, 
a. ~., November 7, 1860, p. 2. 
9. Richmon~ Enquirer, November 16, 1860, p. 2. 
1860, 
the only means of pre serving /Southern rights 
and Southern ins ti tutiona.10 ,~ 
On the question or mediation, the Enoyirer had this to say: 
When we talk about diletor.v measures for the 
sake or 1paoif1oat1on 1 or 'mediation', they 
are only adopting the shortest and easiest 
plan to tie ·the hands of the people of Virginia 
altogether, and thus to absolute submission.11 
The interesting point to note about these two disunion-
31 
ist pap!)rs is that from Lincoln's nomination to his election 
there was a steady emphasis on secession. Although this was 
evident in other papers in the state who supporated Breckenridge, 
after the Republican party's viotory their attitude changed to 
one of caution and conciliation. The Winchester Virginian was 
such a paper. On November 21 it proclaimed: 
While our sympathies are with South Carolina, 
we a.re free to say, that we do not approve her .. 
hasty action. Before taking such a responsible 
and hazardous step, she should afford time for 
a free conference with all her sister states.12 
The Virsinian went on to say: 
We are a friend of the Union; and the man who 
says we are a secessionist or disunionist with• 
out just cause is slander. But we are opposed 
to such an Union as Black-Republicanism wants--
an Union that is to rob the South of her rights 




A much clearer picture of calmness and moderation oan 
be seen in the editorials of the Richmond Dally Whig. This 
10. Richmond Enquir.!£., November 16, 1860, p. 2. 
11. Ibid., December 4, 1860, p. 2. 
12. Winchester Virgin!~·· November 21, 1860 1 p •. 2. 
lJ. Ibid. 
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pa.per, as rnany/o!" the other conservative papers in the state, 
continuously published accurate and intelligent articles. 
Their writings reflect the sentiment or the majority of 
Virginians in this crisis. On the right of secession the Whig 
had this to say: 
Of all forms or union ever devised, that existing , 
betweeri the States of this Republic is the flrmestJ 
the lea.at dissoluble. • • • To suppose that a i 
single State could withdraw a·t will is to brand 
the s·tatesmen of the Revolution, convinced or the. 
weakness· and certain des tl"'uction of ·the old con-
federation of the States, of laboring t~ perpetu-
ate the evil they attempted to remedy.l~ 
In regard to the future, the ~hig had this sage advice to 
give Rl cbmonders and Vi rginfans alike: 
In a word, let the true and patriotic people of i 
Virginia, instead of indulging in hasty oommi t• / 
ta.ls, or adopting any rash and 111 advised policy,; 
patiently and dignifiedly await the development ! 
of events. The action of Virginia. should at all ! 
times--and especially in oritioal times like~ / 
these--be oalm, deliberate and enlightened.i/ 
The ~exington Gazette, the conservative mouthpiece of 
Rockbridge County, published v!ewe very similar to those 
previously mentioned by the }ihig. In an article of November 
15, the Qazette urged Virginia, and the South, to wait for an 
unconcealed attack before hurrying out of the Union. It went 
on to say that: 
As many of our President's before, he is opposed 
to the institution of slavery, but if he will do 
his constitutional duty surely the South should 
be sa.tisfied. We do not intend to be understood 
or apologizing for his position, but we insert 
14. Rictmond Daill !.Ulis, November 9, 1860, p. 2. 
15. Ibid. 
the extracts, alluded to above for the purpose 
of showing that the South should not hurry out 
of the Union.16 
The Charlottesville Review also urged Virginians to be calm. 
Pertaining to the crisis of secession it said: 
We trust that in Virginia no steps or any 
sort £toward leaving the Uniol.!/ will be taken 
without ce.lm considera·tion. • ·• • We for our 
part, mean firmly to urge the Union of these 
States. We believe as we have said nll along, 
that, whatever South Carolina may choose to do, 
Disunion is no remedy for 1t.17 
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I believe it is evident to anyone who reads a few of the 
articles from Union papers, similar to the ones previously 
mentioned, that they clearly reflect the attitude of the 
major! ty of Virginians. It 1 s interesting to note that the 
sentiments of the 1tlh1g and the City of Richmond ere primarily 
those of the entire state. The election re·turns reveal veey 
in tares ting fao ts regarding the urban and rural voting of 
Virginia. The results in Richmond showed that Bell had 
obtained 2,401 votes to 1,167 for Breckenridge. e.nd 754 for 
Douglas,18 In Virginia, Bell carried everyone of the large( 
cities, and a combined tabuletion with the Douglas votes 




However, a Breckenridge rural trend was clear in Virginia,/ 
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the city vote in the state. Breckenridge failed to poll as 
high as 40% in a single Virginia o1 ty, but he was consist-
ently the leading candidate beoauae of his rural popularity.go 
Thus it seems clear that the city vote enabled Bell to carl'Y' 
Virginia in the election. It is interesting to note .that even 
in many of the large Northern industrial cities, w~~n the 
combined votes of Breckenridge, Bell and Douglas;. are compared 
to Lincoln's, the latter falls far behind. Such scholars as 
James G. Randall have attempted to evaluat.e this in terms or 
economic interests. 21 There is much to be said for this 
thesis. As the fuu:! Orleans Commercial maintained, "the Bell 
campaign stressed the importance to the city's economic life 
of the preservation of the Union. "22 It is my con ten ti on that 
this view can also be applied to the cities of V1rg1.n1e. and 
also to the entire upper South. 
In observing the election, in brief, we find that Douglas'( 
votes came chiefly from three sections, namely, two counties ( 
ot the Valley within the bounds or the Tenth Legion, and the 
old Democratic counties of Monpngtilla. and Cabell in the north-




broke the chain of political custom by ·supporting him.· This· ~ 
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Lincoln received no vote at all in Richmond and tha few that 
ha did receive, which were a total of 1,929, cB.llle almost 
entirely from the northwest; and rcg~_ons where l1ortherners 
lived, especially in the Pan Handle. 24 Breckenridge's votes 
came from the northwestern end southweste1'1n counties while 
Bell's came from counties of the Valley north of Roanoke and 
east 0£ the Blue Ridge moun ta~.n s, and, as we have already noted, 
the urban area.s. 25 
If the election revealed o.nything, it was that Vlrg1n1a 
was no~ rondy for secession, and at the same time that she 
would not consider dissolution of the union unless all efforts 
at redress had failed. .An astute observation was made by 
Edward A. Pollard when he said: 
The eloction of Abraham Lincoln to the Presi-
dency of the United States might have preclpi ... 
tated the Secessionary movement of the Southern
6 States, but it certainly did not produce it.2 
Shortly after the Civil War ex-Governor Henry A. Wise, 
in his book,.Seven Decades of~ Union, gave a candid inter• 
pretation of the election and the war which shortly followed. 
"The election," he proclaimed, "itself' was not the cause or 
the convulsion or of the revolution. The cause had aocumulated 
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avid secessionist, who once claimed that the election of a 
"Black Republ1oan° would necessitate war, had completely 
recanted his view. 
Virginia was not ready for secession. Her economic 
interests, strategic geographic position, end her previous 
great leaders who played such a key role in the founding and 
supporting of the Union were sorne of the reasons wh1oh cautioned 
her to take the position she did. Her principal concern was 
for the welfare and safety or her eteta and second for the 
Un.ion. As a result of the election she made a solemn:promiee 
that she would not act hantily or irrationally unless some 
overt a.ct was cornmi t tad. She kept her promise• and in the 
meantime offered counsel and conciliation. However, when the 
overt act came, the bombarding of For·t; Sumter and Lincoln 1 s 
call for troops, her deoin:t.on was to coma to the a.id of her 
sister states. Thus it was not the election of 1860 that 
brought Virginia, or the rest or the South, into conflict 
with the North, but an accumulation of causes which were evi• 
dent since the framing of the Constitution. 
CHAPTER 4 
Re&.ction and Solidif1.cat:ton 
The period of Lincoln's election in November to hie 
inauguration waa one of great complexity. These few months 
wi ·tne s sed a dis si pa. ti on of the Unionist fore ea and at the 
same time a. strengthening of the secessionist faction, which 
ultimately gave the d1sun1onists a majority in the ste.te 
convention. Despite the opinion held by an eminent histo-
rian on this period of Virginia's history, the month follow-
ing the election was not one of "comparative quiet. ul The 
month of Deoembe?t witnessed the rise in town end county 
meetinge by ver:tou~ citi.zens to determine what should be 
done; continued radical action by the disunionist press; 
tendering of service by many Virginians in the United States 
.Army; Governor t.etcher' s e ttempts a.t mili ta.ry preparedness 
for Virginia; the development of "minutemen" militia on the 
part of local citizens; end, of course, on the national scene, 
Senator John. J. Crittenden's proposal for compromise on 
December 18,- 1860. and the formation of the Committees of 
Thirty-three and Thirteen, in the House and Senate respeotively.2 
Many historians have tended to overlook Governor John 
Letcher•s role in this period of crisis. Letcher outwardly 
1. Henry T. Shanks, ~ f'.)ecession MovementJ.!1 Yirglniat.· 
!.filtZ-1861 {Rtchmond: Garrett and Massie Inc., 1934J, 
p. 12U:-
Clement Eaton, .A Historl of the Old South (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 949)-;pp-;-576-578. 
appeared as a Unionist~ but in real1 ty he played a signifi-
cant part in keeping Virginia constantly leaning toward 
secession, and inwardly favored separation from the Union. 
In 1859 the John Brown>raid caused the mind of meny Virginians, 
including the Governor, .to doubt Virginia 1 s place in· the Union. 
In a letter to Robert L. Montague, Letcher said, in regard;:· 
to the Brown re.id: 
·When I entered Congress eight yea.rs ago, I · 
. was so thoroughly._'S. Un.ion ms.n, that I did not ;{.
1 
regard its dissolution e.s possible.. I soon 
saw, however, that this opinion we.s errone.ous,.. ! 
end subsequent events annually oeourrin g, have i 
tended to strengthen the belief' that disaolu• 3 I.. tion is not only possible, but highly probable. 
In the same letter, Letcher revealed that his administration 
would be based solely on state rights, and tha.t he believed 
that a collision between the Federal Government and Southern 
states was not an improbable event during his administration.4 
With the election of a "Black Republicann in 186o, he did not 
believe that the South would submit to his inauguration, "nor 
did I think 1 t ought to submit to 1 t. n5 
Governor Letcher did not look upon the election cttisis 
as a complete mode:t'ate. His position, as well as that or 
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authorized a oontraot with the Tredegar Iron Company for the 
manufacturing of arms and ammunition around the time of the 
eleotion. A letter from James H. Bu1-;ton to the Tredegar 
Company revealed the Governor's desire for necessary m111 tary 
preparedness. Burton setfo:rtb certain procedu:res which ware 
to be followed. He stressed to Mr. Anderson, the owner of 
the company, the importance of beginning work immediately in 
certain areas. Burton proole.1med that: 
In order to progress without delay with your 
contract with the State of Virginia. for the 
machinery and for the armory 1 t will be very 
desirable that good progress should be made 
with the necessary buildings. eto.7 
However, the Tredegar Company soon realized that the funds 
initially alletted for the p~oduotion of certain maohinery were 
not sufficient. Joseph R. Anderson urged Governer Letcher to 
provide adequate funds, or else the production wguld not be 
maintained. He e.lso asked Letcher to issue a proclams.tion to 
the A~jutant General for the shipment of old muskets. The guns 
were to be sent t0 the Tredegar Company for repair and then 
resold to the lower South, South Carolina in partieular. 8 
Shortly thereafter the Governor called the nene:ral 
Assembly in,to special session on Je,nuary 7, 1861. and he 
helped push through an imp0rtant bill to further prepare 
8. 
Letter from James H. Burton to Joseph H. Ander~on, 
December 10. 1860, Letcher Papers, December 1860 
(MSS in the Virginie State Library). 
Letter from ,Toseph R. Anderson to Governor t.Tohn 
Letcher, January 28, 1861, Letcher Papers, Januatty, 
1861 (MSS in the Virginia State Library). 
Virginia for armed oonflict.9 The House or Delegates passed 
this important. defense bill on January 18, and the Senate, 
10 with minor modifications, on January 23. The "Housebill 
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Number 58 1 " as i·b beoame known, provided approximately one 
million dollars for the defense of \~irg1nla. The bill was 
comprised of three resolutions. First, it authorized the 
future Colonel of Ordnance to purchase or have manufactured 
eight-hundred thousand dollars worth of arms, munitions, and 
equipmen·t of war. Next, ·the Governor wes to appoint an engi• 
neer for the purpose or plenning and constructing ~oaste.l, 
habor, and river defenses. Finally, the bill wae to provide 
two-hundred thousand dollars for such purposes mentioned in 
the preceding seotion.11 Only two days after the adoption 
of' 11 Houseb1ll Number 58,n Letcher also approved a bill to 
create an Ordnance Department. This department was to consist 
of 0 one Colonel of Ordnance • • • appointed by the Governor 
ul2 ••• and subordinate officers not exceeding six. • • • 
The' above exemples illustrate Governor t.etcher's desire 
tort military preparedness. In addition he approved the 
formation of local military orgenizations and s.llotted money 
for their use. By the letter pe.rt of December, mill tary 
10. 
David M. PotteP 1 !,!ncoln and His Psrtt in the 
Secession Crisis \l~ew Haven: lile On versi'ey 
Press, 1942), p. 306. 
Housebill No~ 58,, .1anuary 23, 1861, Letcher Pape:rtt, 
January 1861 (MSS in the Virginia State Library). 
11. 1J21Q.. 
12. Bill Creating the Ordnance Department, January 2$, 
1861, Letch~r Papers, January 1861 (MSS in the 
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preparations were so far along that an/exhibition was held in 
Richmond on December 20 1 1860. Approximately five-hundred 
cavalry assembled on the Agricultural Fair Grounds and dis-
played various maneuvers in the art of war. 13 
·It is interesting to see how a moderate and devout 
Unionist had changed. Though Letohel" still remained conserva-
tive until Lincoln's call for troops, perhaps bis conscience 
told him that collision was inevitable. It cannot be said that 
Virginia was not without :reason for war preparations.· With the 
secession of' South Carolina on December 20, 186o, and the 
failure or the various peace conferences, Letcher's conserva-
tism gradually began to diminish. The Governor still favored 
mediation, but realizing that the North was unwilling to make 
any concessions to the South's demands on the slavet>y question, 
he decided·to prepare for the worst. However, his desire for 
the defense of Virginia cs.me at a crucial time. Not only did 
it meet with the consent of the secessionist. but it also 
discouraged Southern sympathizers in the North and the mem-
bers of the various peace conventions. 
I bave endeavored to explain Governor Letcher'e role in 
the crisis, but perhaps the best way to understand the months 
of December and January will be to discuss the events which 
occurred both in Virginia and the nation. They have been 
briefly mentioned in the :f'1rst paragraph of the chapter. 
After a careful analysis of these ocourrenoes, it will be 
clearly seen why these two months were truly a period of./ 
lJ. Letter from Colonel John McRae to John Letcher. 
December 20, 1860, Letcher Paperst December 18b0 
(MSS in the Vi rg1n1 a State Library) • · 
turmoil andfsolid1fioation. This was a period or tirne in 
which discussion, debating, and arguing between conserva-
tives and secessionists transpired, finally ending with a 
orystal1zat1on in the minds or Virginians toward disunion. 
To understand this change one must take note or these unoon• 
trollable events. 
The months ·or Deoember and January, particularly the 
former, wi tnes aed an unceasing ef ror·t on the ·part of the 
. . 
secessionist papers to press their views on the people or· 
Richmond and Virginia.·· Though Richmond was carried by the 
Union oandida.te, Bell, in the late election, the major! ty 
or eastern Virginia demanded immediate action to dea.l w1 th 
the secession crisis. The west, however, proposed an extra 
session of the General Assembly as well as a constitutional 
oonvention~14 A study of contemporary Richmond papers will 
suggest that muoh of eastern Virginia demanded immediate action. 
Shortly after the election, the Richmond Daily EnqUire~ 
submitted a questionnaire to. approximately ten prominent 
political leaders in Virginia. These leaders were asked to 
give their views as to what position Virginia should follow 
as a oonsequence of the election of a"Black Republican." 
The question was presented not only to dissolut1onists, but 
to Union men as well. The first of these letters appeared on 
December 3, 1860, and was written by Robert.E. Scott, a mod• 
erate or Fauquier County. Even at this early date a plea for 
a state convention was made by conservative men. This was 
14. J. G. Randall and David Donald, The Civil War and 
Reconstruction (Boston: D. C. H'iiih and company, 
1961)' p. 136. 
also the 1early and constant ory of· a me.jori ty of the aecies-
sioni s ta.15 Scott endorsed 'the right of eeoeseion, and said 
this concerning South Carolina's threat of w1thdraw1ng from 
the Union: 
The common interests or the slave-holding 
States are • • • so strong as to bind them 
to a common destiny; end ·to necessitate 
intimate relations among them • • • • The 
withdrawal of some· of the States may com-
pel us to the same, for whatevev may be our 
opinion as to the same~ for wb.a tever may be 
our opinion as to the peril of present evils, 
or the efficacy of the proposed rernedy16we would be left to a narrow alternative. 
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This view most accurately expressed the belief of the 
majority of' Virginians. It should be pointed out, however, 
that the radical papers, by this I mean those papers which 
endorsed seoeasion and immediate action, such as the .Enquirer 
and the Examiner, gave very little spaoe, if any, to Unionist 
views. Even the letters submitted by moderate men gave 
endorsement far immediate action. Unlike the Richmond Whig, 
these papers constantly emphasized the need for such a 
proceeding. This unrelenting viewpoint played a !ke~ role 
in winning support tor the disunionists. 
Articles signed "Junius'' were f:requent in the ~gytrei,:, 
and expressed radicalism at its worst. These v10we were 
typical of those appea.ring in the December 3 issue. The 
following passage was representative or the rash views which 
papers similar to the Enguiror printed. It said: 
15. Charles Henry Ambler, Sectionalism 1n Virginia 
from 1776 to 1861 (Chicago: University of Chica.go 
Press, 1910T,-p';-337. 
16. R1ohmond Engutret,, December 3. 1860, p. 2, 
The ultimatum of submission is reaohad. 
·secession by the whole South, or submission 
and utter degradationi is now, the only 
portion which must fi l the cry for your 
lips. These are the only al terna.tives. 
May the God ot nations seal the former and 
avert the latter.17 
The oonserva.ti ve George lvilliam Brent, a Douglas elector 
from Alexandria, expressed his sentiments to the Enouirer 1 s 
question on December 4. He, like Scott, urged an immediate 
call for a state convention and supported the right of a state 
to lenve ·the Union. However, he de~d that Virginia· should 
appeal to the lower South to "forbear all he.a ty and precipitate 
action. *'18 Brent proposed ·this fo1"r.1 of aotlon for Virginia: 
Let them the united South move in one serried 
column. Let therm appeal calmly, but firmly, 
and with determination, to their bretl'...ren of 
the North, to retrace theiP steps and repeal 
all their unjuet laws tending to il1.t1ure the 
South and assail her rights and acknowledge 
such guarantees as wl 11 • • • remo·ve all cause 
tor agitation •••• 19 
If th1s plan failed, Brent added, Virginia would then have the 
right to secede. Brent's proposal wae typical or the majority 
of the conservatives. In brief, it was to make every effort 
possible at ·:concili!ation, and 1.t this failed, then secession 
would be just1f1 able. One must ask himself, however, why the.se 
conservative leaders at this ee.rly date deail'ed an immediate 
convention? :Perha.ps the principal reason was the election. 
It was true thet Virginians endorsed the Union candidate, Bell, 
but the nearly unanimous Northern support given to tinooln 
greatly diminished their hopes or reoonci11at1on in the Union. 
17. ~l;>id. 
18. l.Q.l,q. 
19. 12.!J!•, December 4, 1860, p. 2. 
John B. Floyd, Secretary or War during most or the 
Buchanan administration, was considered a strong Unionist 
to most Virginians. In answer to the Enquirer's question, 
an article by Floyd appeared on December 6. Floyd's article 
is of interest because it shows the change in the attitude 
of Union men in Virginia. , He blamed the ooun try 1 s t:ragio 
situation on the North, and their persistent agitation· of 
the slavery question. The<Seoretary vividly summed up.the 
principal fear of Virginians and the reason for the change 
in the minds of many moderates. He said: 
The election or Mr. Lincoln 1s the result ot 
the ultra and violent popular feeling of the 
North against the South. • • • Elected by a 
powerful, fanatical, unreasoning, reckless 
party, he is not the master of h1s own actions; 
their will must be his; his policy theirs.20 
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Floyd went on to state that if a few of the Southern states 
should se~ede, then Virginia must sooner or later follow, and 
c:.ould-, n.o:t~~ remain neutral between the North and South. Further-
more, he maintained. that the legislature should be called 
immediately to discuss the perilous situation .and the problems 
with which Virginia was faced. 21 
Not all of Virginia's leaders favored a calling ot a 
state convention to attempt to redress grievances. Some 
favored confederations with other states. Such a man was 
R. M. T. Hunter. Hunter proposed an alliance with ei·the:r the 
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also saw a ooristitut1onal right in/secession, as did most 
Virginians, whether they were secessionists or Unionists. 
Another prominent proposal was that or Henry Wise's "f'ight-
ing in the Union. n Wise professed that V1rg1n1a, could. 
remain in the Union while at the same time seek redress 
of their grievances. He urged Virginia to preps.re herself 
' . . . ~ 
for the inevitable conflict with the abolitionist North. 
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As part of his plan for preparedness, Wise proposed the 
formation of minutemen organizations. Even prior to Lincoln's 
election, Wi:se stressed upon the people of Princess Anne 
County the need to adopt ·a oomm1 ttee of saf'ety; in case a 
"Black Republican*' candidate was eleoted.24 The V1rg1n1e.~is 
plan was soon carried out by other counties, in the easte~n 
area particularly. The desire tor the formation or euoh 
committees can be seen in an ~rticle· in the Deoembel' 8 issue 
of the Enguirer. It purported: 
The Minute Men of Norfolk held a meeting on 
Tuesday last, and passed a resolution inviting 
the Minute Men of Portsmouth City; and Norfolk 
and Princess.Anne Counties, to meet in Conven• 
tion on the nineteenth instant, ''for the pur-
pose of a more thorough organization, and the 
adoption of such measures as may seem b~st 
calculated to carry out ·their object. 0 25 
President Buchanan, wbo hae been criticized by some 
historians for vacillation and weakness during the crisis, 
addressed Congress on December 3. 26 Buchanan had a definite 
23. Ibid., December 12. 1860. p. 2 • 
. ::~4. 1!2.!!!·, Deoembett 1.5, 1860, p. 2. 
25. !11.gb.mQng Engu1re~, December 8, 1860, p. 2. 
26. Eaton, .!12.• oit •• PP• 575.576. 
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policy to create a polit:i.oal{ atmosphere conducive to com-
promise and reconci11at1on. While denying the right of 
secession, he also maintained tha·t the Federal Government 
47 
had no right to coerce: a sovereign state. He proposed.that 
Congress should make three amendments to the Constitution; 
f'irstly, that slavery should be recognized in the states 
where it now exists; secondly, it is the duty of the Federal 
Government to protect elfive?'y in all the terri tortes. until 
the newly formed states· should decide themselves whether to 
be tree or slave; ·.~hirdly, · that there should be strict adher-
ence to the fugitive slave law and all state laws impairing 
th1.s ,law should be considered unconstitutional. 27 
Buchanan's message was a disappoi.ntment to all parties 
in Virginia. The Staunton Vindicator thought the views 
expressed- in the address banished tta.11 hope or an enlightened 
patrlotism.11 28 The Richmond Examiner best revealed the atti• 
tude of the more radical press. It maintained: -
We see nothing· in this letter .LBuohanan's 
message to C. ongressl ths.n we already have, 
so far as praotioal security is concerned. 
It leaves the provision for Southern safety 
to be construed and executed by a Northern 
majority. And thus it leaves the real diffi-
culty unchanged, the sore unhealed the 
security imperfect and worthless.2~ 
Soon after the President's message, definite action was 
taken in Washington to avert a national orisis. A~ the sug-
gestion of Representative Boteler of Virginia, a "committee 
27. Rtohrnond Daily Examiner, December 6, 1860, p. 2. 
28 • Q.uo t e d . in_ ~shanks , .Q:Q. ; c i t. , p. 13 2 • 
29. Richmond Daill Examiner, ~· ill• 
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ot Thirty-three 11 /was formed.JO Composition or the committee 
J 
would include a member from each state, whose duty it would 
be to bring harmony between the two sections. The reaction 
to this "grand commi tteen was favored by such Union papers as 
the Hlll.g, although secessionist papers like the Examiner 
reacted with hostility. The Examinet believed that since the 
North had a majority in the committee no satisfactory conclu•; 
sion.could be reached. The following statement decidedly 
denotes the ree.ot1on of such attempts to avert disunion. It 
maintained: 
The only effect or these abortive efforts at 
F;xeouti ve and Congressional e.djustments, will 
be to dra.g on the time until the two sections 
are brought faoe to face on another issue 
demanding more decision of action.31 
In the Senate the efforts toward compromise were oente:red 
in a *'Committee of Thiz-teen," composed of such qualified men 
as Crittenden of Kentucky, Sewa:t"d of New York, Toombs of 
Georgia, Douglas of Illinois, Davie of Mississippi, and Wade 
of Ohio. As the "comm1 ttee or Thirty-three" failed to adopt 
any measures, the Senate committee met the same fate. 
Crittenden addressed the Senate on December 18, and intro• 
duoed his famous proposed amendments to the Constitution.32 
B!'ietly, he proposed the following constitutional amendments: 
One, that slavery be permitted and protected by the Federal 
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or the line should be permitted to come into the Union free 
or slave as they- wish; three, Congress·should be restrained 
from abolishing slavery in districts surrounded by slave· 
states; four, the United States should compensate the slave 
owner when intimidation prevents the capture of fugitive 
slaves; and five, fugitive slave laws should be enforced 
and personal liberty laws repealed • .33 
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Crittenden' a proposal m,e t def ea. t in the Senate because / 
j or several reasons. 'l'he responsible Republican leaders in · J 
Congress, such as Seward, refused to accept any compromise 
which did not recognize the Wilmot Proviso. The Southern 
extremists refused the proposa.l for it failed to sa.tisfy 
their demands. The words of President-elect Lincoln also 
aided in the defeat of the proposal. Lincoln, no doubt, had 
great influence on the Republican members or Congress. His 
influence was evident in a letter of December 11 to congressman 
Kellogg of Illinois, when he said, "The tug has to come, and 
better now than lat.er. ir.34 
These setbacks at compromise not only hurt the cause l • 
tor the safety of the Union, but also greatly enhanced the 
strength of the secessionist faction in Virginia. It created 
a greater desire for a state convention a.nd a more audible 
cry tor immediate action and disunion. Roger A. Pryor, an 
anti-Union Senator from Virginia, best expressed the secession-
ist sentiment among many Virginians concerning the issue or 
33. Randall and Donald, .QR· ill·, p. 150. 
34. Ibid., p. 149. 
compromise. Ile ss.1d: 
I see no chance of preserving the Union. • • • 
It is evident that the North will give us no 
guarantees.· They are mending their hold; and 
the Committee of thirty-three is more likely 
to report a plan of coercion than a system or 
pacification. • • • Virglnia should at once 
assume an attitude 0£ armed expectation, ••• 
The only safety of ·the South is in the union. 
ot the slaveholding States.35 
Even the oi tadel for conserve. ti sm and. moder a.ti on, the 
Ri ohmond Dailz Wh1s, under the editorship o.f Marmaduke 
Johnson. expressed apprehension over the results of the two 
committees in Washington. !n a letter from conservative 
W111 iam O. R1 ves to Re pre sen ta ti ve Bo tel er, ·the .former .fe 1 t 
that compromise might not be suooessful. Rives maintained 
that, "unless a very different spirit ••• can. be success• 
Cully invoked, the prospect wott1d be gloomy indeed. u36 
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While the Whig avidly endorsed practically all the compro-
mise proposals by the two committees, it too saw that chances 
were now slim after the twe committees reached no favorable 
dec1s1on. The Whis proposed that every state should send 
recommendations for emend.ments to the Constitution. However, 
the great organ of conciliation also saw the possible need 
tor secession. It said: 
/ind if they [the ne'Wly proposed assemblage 
or mediator~ cannot agree, let them then 
consider, and recommend to the country, the 
terms, and mode in which the States that choose 
may best separate from the Union, and resume 
their independent sovereignty.37 
35. Rlcbmond .£!!!z Examine:r, Deoembe:r 22, 1860, p. 2. 
36. Richmond Daily Whig, December 15, 1860. p. 2. 
37. ~., December 25, 186o, p. 2. 
Thus with the failure o~ the Committees of Thirty-three 
and Thirteen and the secession of South Carolina on December 
20, disunionist sentiment was decisively augmented. After 
the election of Lincoln, Virginians quickly became divided 
among themselves. The number of true Unionists deo~eaaed 
and the moderates 1 dam.ands became more in unison with those 
51 
. 8. . 
of the dissolut1on1sts.3 The preceding eventa,·plus continued 
aggressive action by the secessionist press, ·the inactive role 
of Governor Letcher, and the lack of ;vigorous eff'ox-ts by the 
Unionist papers ~11 helped to enhance. the cause or the. sepa-
rationists. The subsequent change in attitude due to the 
failure at efforts. to oompromise ws.s highlighted by the 
increase in town meetings to discuss what further action 
should be taken, and the tendering of service to Virginia by 
Virginians in the United States armed forces. 
The calling or local meetings and the forming of militia 
groups became increasingly necessary after the December 
failure ot peace in \-Jashing ton. It should be noted, however, 
that such action on the part of local citizens was far more 
noticeable in the eastern counties than in ·the west. Typical 
/39 of such meetings was that of' Elizabeth City on January 1, 1861.: 'i 
The results of the meeting was the issuance of three resolu-
tions. The people or this county expressed the belief in the 
right of secession, .and supported South Carolina's withdrawal 
38. 
39. 
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(New York: J. B. LippineotfCOmi)iny, 1963J;P • .)1. 
Prooeed.1ngs ot Elizabeth City County, January l, 
1861, Letcher Papers, January 1861 (MSS in the 
Virginia State Library). 
; : 
• I 
from the Union. They proclaimed that they desired peace but 
would go to· war if necessary to resist Northern aggression. 
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In addition,_ they stressed the importance or the need or the 
people of Virginia to organize themselves into military groups 
to protect their cherished institutions.4° These meetings 
grew with the passage of days until practically eveey·oounty 
had organized a local militia or had taken steps toward some 
sort of military preparedness. 
Local inhabitants often donated money in their efforts 
efbr preparedness. An article in the January 8 Richmond Daill 
Whig told or such a happening in Halifax County. It stated: 
We learn that under a movement set on foot 
in Halifax County, by the Honorable Thomas 
s. Flournoy and otherst for arming that 
county $4,000 have been subscribed, a.pd 
the sum is expected to reach $10,000.41 
In Rappahannock County s1m11ar action was taken. On Februa~y 
ll, Captain John s. Green, commander or the "Old Guard. 11 
cavalry corps, asked Governor Letcher for permission to form 
a "select volunteer corps of ,10,000 nten or more, .for the 
defense of the ste.te."42 Secessionist and Unionist pape~s 
alike supported these endea.vors. On Js.nuacy 15, the iDl1.g 
wholeheartedly endorsed such procedures. It maintained: 
The move which has been inaugurated in sev·eral 
of the counties, to provide by subscriptions 
for the arming, end equipping or the volunteers 





Richmond Daily Whig·, January 1, 1861, p. 2. 
Letter from Captain John s. Green to Governor John 
Letcher,. February 13, 1861, Let9her Papers, Febru• 
ary, 1801 (MSS in the Virginia State Library). 
proper one, and should be cordially' endorsed 
and sustained by the people.43 
In a brief letter to Governor Letcher, E. c. Robinson 
stressed that he was pleased that the Governor and the 
government or Virginia were not idly discussing the turn of 
events, and that there was a definite plan for military pre-
paredness. Robinson's letter further revealed the apprehen-
sion of citizens in coastal towns concerning the need of 
protection. "I have just forwarded to the Ad~1utant General," 
Robinson stated, *'a requisi t1on for arms . and ammunition. n44 
He continued, "there ts a great deal of excitement about 
Fortress Monroe ••• and at Nortolk.n45 In an earlier 
letter from Leonard Lamb to the Governor, the danger of United 
States troops being moved from Fort Pickens, Florida, to Fort 
Monroe was e~ressed. He asked Letcher to prevent such action 
and urged him to take the fort for the Commonweal th of Virginia 
at onoe.46 
As previously ·mentioned, a large amount of withdrawals 
from the United States armed forces had taken place after the 
failure of the Committees of Thirty-three and Thirteen to 
settle differences between the two sections or the country. 
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Letter from E. c. Robinson to Governor John Letcher, 
January 14, 1861, Le to her Papers 1 January 1861 
(MSS in the Virginia State Library). 
Ibid. 
Letter from Leonard Lamb to Gove:rnor John Letcher, 
January 29, 1861, Letcher Papers, January 1861 
(MSS in th& Virginia State Library). 
Lincoln, but continued at a /steadier rate from January to 
Lincoln's call for troops and the Sumter crisis in April, 
1861. This period saw many young men, school boys, college 
students, and military men offer their services to the state 
of Virginia. 
A letter f'rom Thomas H, Burke to his father illus-trates 
the response which sohool children held of the crisis. 
Burke was a student at Hanover Academy, and in writing his 
rather, he expressed his desire to enlist if the present 
situation did not imp~ove.47 The reeponse_from college stu-
dents was similar. Ea:rly in November, ex-President Tyler 
wrote his nephew, William Waller, a cadet at West Point, not 
to resign. "I would not think of resigning • • • ," sa1!1 , 
Tyler, ttuntil v1·rg1nie had distinctly and plainlymapp:ed out 
he:r course after the election. n4B Typical of the letter 
from servicemen desiring to offer their services was that of 
Lieutenant Thomas W. Jones. In a letter to the Governor, he 
said: 
Should Virginia in her present orisis require 
the servioes or her sons--while I cannot offer 
her the services of a. veteran in experience, 
such as they are, ;r most cheerfully and gladly 
offer mine to her.49 
47. Letter from Thomas H. Burke to his father, January 
12, 1861, Burke Family Papers, Caroline County 
(MSS in the Virgin! a State Library) • 
S4 
48. Letter from President John Tyler to William Waller, 
November 5, 1860, John Tyler Papers, 1860-1861 
{MSS Virginia Historical Society). 
49. Letter from Lieutenant Thomas W. Jones to Governor 
John Letcher, January 1, 1861, Letcher Papers, · 
January 1861 (MSS in the Virginia State Library). 
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The ma.jor1 ty opinion o.r Virginians was expressed by o. H. 
Maury in a correspondence to Governor Letcher. He said: 
I assure y~ that Vlr&inisns • • • 1n this 
territory New Mexic~ will promptly resign 
their Comm ssions when their State leaves 
the Confederacy. I can see no evidences or 
a purpose in the North to yield us our oon-
st1 tutional r1ghts.50 
By early January definite forces acted on the people 
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of Virginia, which had important consequences in the future. 
The period from November to early January was not one of 
relative inact1veness. It was a period or time, a few months, 
in which the future position of Virginia was determined. The 
secessionist groups rapidly increased, moderates gradually 
began to take the side of the disunionists, and Union men 
began doubting the future of the Confederacy. The door to 
Virginia's future was opened during these months, and a 
study of the next two, January and February, will reveal her 
.flight through that door end on to the road or secession. 
so. Letter from D. H. Maury to Governor John Letcher, 
March BL 1861, Letcher Papers~ March 1861 (MSS 
in the Virginia State Library J. 
. j: :· 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Road to Secession 
A careful analysis of the months of January and February 
reveal a more numerous and more· confirm conviction on the 
part of the secessionist forces. These crucial months wit-
nessed the last real attempts by the moderates to save.the 
Union. The month of January revealed the continued agitation 
by the d1sun1onist press and a call for a state convention. 
February was more significant because it witnessed the failure 
or the Washington Pe~ce· · Conference. The constant growth and 
unification of the dissolution faction continued because of 
this failure, and consequently a majority of non-Unionist . 
delegates were elected to the convention. Thus by the time 
ot Lincoln's inauguration the mind of Virginians had definitely 
made a complete turn--from wait·and~see and moderation to 
preparedness and thoughts of disunion. The(1.desire for seces• 
s1Qn became even more prevalent afte~ Lincoln's inaugural 
address. By the first of March Virginians had determined 
their course of action. 
The Ri cbmond se ce s si oni st pa.per a, the Engui rer and 
Fxmoiner, continued their relentless attack on the moderate 
Unionist factions in the city and the state as well. Charac-
teristic or these was an article from the Riohmond .§.!m!l-
Weekly Enquirer, a division of the daily Enquirer, on January 
4. In regard; to attempts at preserving the Union, it said: 
All hope of preserving the present Union has j 
been abandoned by the people of Virginia; and 1 
while they earnestly desire that its disso- l 
lution may be peaceable, and that reconstruo- 1 
tion may speedily follow, they will not be } . 
unprepared for war, if that dread alternative 
is tendered by the North.l 
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The §emi-K.eeklI Enquirer went on to denounce those Congress• 
men and others who remained in v.Jasbington to attempt t·o solve 
the present orlsis. It stated: 
No Southern man, of any part, should remain 
ln Washington, where his presence, by making 
a quorum, may involve his own people in the 
horrors of civil war. 'r:he Northern Democrats 
• • • should also vacate their see ts. • • • 2 
The Enquirer published a letter by ex-President Tyler 
on January 18. This letter is significant because it clearly 
illustrates ·the change in the mind or Union men. Tyler pro.-
posed a reconstructed confederation, and maintained that it 
would restore public confidence. 1tit would indeed n he I 
added,~:"be a retrograde movement if any State should be con• 
tained by .force to remain in a Union which 1 t abhorred. n3 
In regard~.! .to compromise proposals the EnQuirer• accurately 
evaluated the attitude of most Virginians by the end of 
January. It purported: 
We have no faith in amendments, since we have 
no reason to suppose that Sta·tes L.meaning the 
North7 which have proven themselves faithless 
to tne present Cpnstitut1on would be true to 
it when amended.I+ 
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The Richmond §.fil!!l•Weekly Examiner was equally opposed to 
attempts at conciliation. It perpetually deg~aded the 
various peace conferences which met e.t Washington for recon• 
oiliation. In an e.rticle dated February 12, it stated the 
cooperation that the people of Virginia and the South would 
get from the Republicans. It asserted that: 
No Black Re.publican man of' any weight proposes 
to aoeede to any compromise ottered by the 
South. So far as we oan see, they do not pro• 
pose to consent to any modifioet1on of any 
proposition from the South w~oh could be 
accepted without degradation • .? 
William Old, Jr., in h1 s 1 ast article as editor of the Jrxamine:c 
expressed the true view of seoessionists in the state at that 
time. He justifiably predicted the course of Virginia when 
he said: 
But I em sure I see in the certain and now 
not so distant f~ture tha uprising of the 
honest and true-hearted lover~ of liberty in 
this great Commonwealth, who, seconding, and 
a.t lest coming abreas·t, with their noble· 
brothers of the South, will add glory to the 
illustr1oils renotm of Vtrg1n1s, and consign 
the treacherous and vile tradtU'iers of the 
Southern people to their. merited family.b 
The Examiner avidly stressed the importance of Virginia's 
seceding< and Joining the lower .South. The pape:r bel1 eved that 
had Virginia joined South Carolina when she left the Union, 
the remainder of the slave states would have qu5.ckly followed. 
The paper al so con tended thn t by Vi rg:tni'a's supr-orting the 
various peace conferences, she was only adding power to 
Ric~ .§!mi•WeeklI Examiner, January 12. 1861, 
p.2. 
6. Ibid., January 22, 1861, p. 2 •. 
Lincoln's party and making ''his hostile administration 'more 
severely injurious to the slaveholding States •••• ••7 
On January 7, 1861, the state legislature was called 
into special session by Governor Letcher.a In Letcher's 
address to the assembly, he stressed the desire for a·hope• 
.ful settlement of differences between the two sections·. 
However, he also made it known that Virginia would not stand 
idly by and be forced .to remain in the Union by coercion. 
He .further desired a celling of a convention to determine 
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Virginia's course of action. Thus the cries of the seces-
sionists for an immediate convention to determine Virginia's / 
{ 
place in the Union was answered. The Governor set forth l 
four principal points which he felt the North must recognize '! 
! 
if peace was to prevail among the two sections. These pro- {. 
. \ 
posals were, briefly, one, the repeal of the personal libertyf 
I, 
laws; two, protection or slavery in the District of Columbia;\\ 
~' 
three, equality for both sections in the territoriesi and 
four, that the transm~ssio~ of slaves between slave-holding 
states must not be mterrupt·eff .• 9 To many Letcher' s address 






for further steps toward secession. Outwardly, it appeared 
that moderation still prevailed, but in all actuality it was 
an opportunity to enhance the aspirations of the d1sun1onists. 
Their desire for a convention was met; it was now up to them 
7. ~. 
8. R1.chmond Daily Whig, January 1 1 1861, p. 2. 
9. .I.121d., January 8, 1861, p. 2. 
to bring the desire for Virginia 1 s withdrawal "from the 
Union to fruition. 
The General Assembly lost no time in passing a reso-
lution which provided for a speoial state convention. The 
House of Delegates approved~a bill for a convention and sent 
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1 t to the Senate on January 12.10 After amendment it was 
re·turned to the HouJe of Delegates. The bill was then passed 
r" 
by the House. The bill proposed t~at the election .. ·o·f-: dele• 
gates to ·the convention should be held on February 4, and at 
the same time a census was to be taken of the voters' opinions 
concerning their desire to remain in the Union.11 The bill 
also declared that the delegates were to meet at Richmond 
on February 13, "and proceed to adopt such measures as they 
may deem expedient for the welf e.re of the Commonweal th. 012 
Before the election of the delegates on February 4, ·the 
seoessionis t press~~stressed the neoesei ty of electing mem-
bers who were sympAthetio with their beliefs. At the same 
time, they ridiculed such Union man as John Minor Botts. 
On February 1, the Examiner unmercifully denounced the 
Unionist candidate. The Examiner maintained. 
But this man is now a candidate to represent 
the people or the metropolis [Richmon<!! of 
this State in a Convention to sit in judgment 
on the conduct of the Northern and Southern 
people. Can any man in the South hope for 
even an impartial judgment for himself when a 
Northern Unionist is his antagonist? ••• 
: • :;~ / I• 
10. Richmond Semi-Weekly Enquirer, Januaey 15, 1861, 
p. 2. ' - . 
11. l.h1!1. 
12. Ibid. 
Above all, can the free people of the South 
hope for even a decent hearing, if they com• 
plain of their Northern aggressors, before a 
tribunal over which John Minor Botts is to 
have any influence? He must either be your 
enemy or your judge.13 
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Two other important forces acted on the minds or Virgin-
ians in general, and in particular the. assembly and the 
Governor: one was the secession of the states of Miasls~ippi 
on January 9, Florida on the 10, Alabama on the. 11. Geo1--~ia 
on January 17, and Louisiana on January 26. 14 The secession 
of these states, and tho failure of the peace groups created 
a growing amount of sympathy with the lower South's cause. 
Governor Letoher's approval of ambassadors from the seceding 
states for the purpose of urging Virg~n1a to leave the Union 
also did much to influence the people. 
The second force, the results of Northern state conven-
tions, inc:reaeed Virginia's apprehension of peace by mediation. 
Letcher read to both Houses the resolutions passed by the 
General Assembly or Ohio on January 12, 1861. The state of 
Ohio resolved that the President of the United States should 
have the necessary power to coerce and subjugate the seceding 
eta tes. 16 Letcher- touched upon the tender question of the 
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Governor tetcher's Speech to the House and Senate, 
Jax1uary 21, 1861, Letcher Papers, ,Tanuary 1861 
(MSS tn the Virginia State Library). 
I would further suggest that as "no enactment" 
of the State of Ohio 11 has clothed the Governor 
with authority to surrender to another state 
fugitives from its justice, seeking refuge" in 
Ohio, it would be well to enact such laws, and 
thus "fulfill in good faith all their obligations 
under the constitution of the United.States 
according to the spirit and intent thereor.ft17 
.... 
The state of Michigan's resolutions were even harsher and 
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more e tra1ghtforward. They maintained that it was the ttdeter-
mination or the Northern people to resist, even unto death, 
every demand of the Slave Power.018 It went on to say that: 
••• ·the people will repeal all "Fugitive 
Slave Laws," and will enaot and execute, too, 
all manner of Personal Liberty Laws • , • 
will give aid and comfort to every Nat Tu~er 
wha rises insurrections against his tyrant 
master •••• 19 
Thus, the secession of the cotton statea, the influence of 
representatives from these seceded states, and resolutions 
passed by Northern state conventions bad a tremendous effect 
on the course of V1rg1nia 1s aot1on. 
On February 4, Virginians went to the polls 'to elect 
their delegates to the special convention. While the "Pre-
oip1 tators" {secessionists) stressed the importance of 
electing candidates who would lead Virginia out of the Union, 
the Whlg took the opposite view. The Richmond paper zealously 
endorsed the Union candidate, Botta. The basiq v:tews· of the 
Whig and conservative men in the state a.re clearly illustrated 
17. Ibid. 
18. Extracts from the Proceedings of the State Conven• 
tion Held in Pdrion,·Michigan, November 17•18, 
1860, Letcher· Papers, 1'":ovember 1860 {MSS in the 
Virginia State Library). 
19. lli.!!· 
·· in the following: passage. The Whig proclaimed: 
If the precipi tators carry ·the day, Virginia 
will be hurried out of the Union, and plunged 
into the fearful vortex of revolution and 
civil war, in the course of a very few weeks 
. or months at the farthest.20 . . · 
The lUghmond. Daily Whig also honestly evaluated the outcome 
or the election. There were eight candidates from the· city 
or Richmond, and the Union candidate, Bell, was soundly 
beaten. The three successful candidates,· William H. Macfar-
land, Marmaduke Johnson, the !l.b1.g editor, and George w. 
Randolph were elected. The first two supported Bell, and 
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. . 21 
the latter Breckenridge in the recent presidential election. 
Governor Letcher sent a letter to Governor Andrew of 
Me.asachusetts on January 20, e.nd listed the recent resolutions 
passed by the General Assembly. One of the resolutions read: 
That on behalf of the Commonwealth of Virg1n1a, \ 

















veholding, 1 as are w ing to uni e w rg n a n an ) 
earnest effort to adjust the present unhappy · 
controversies .••• to appoint commissioners to { 
meet on the fourth de:y of Februa.ry next, in the ! 
city of Washington.22 
Another resolution listed the oommiss1oners from Virginia to 
be sent to Washington. The delegation included ex-President 
John Tyler, William c. Rives, John w. Brockenbrough, George 
W. Summers, and James A. Seddon. 23 
20. Rlohmond Daill Whig, February 2; 1861, p. 2. 
21. I.Q.!,g., February 5, 1861, P~ 2. 
22. Letter from Governor John Le·toher to Governor 
Andrew of Massaehuse tts, Js.nuary 20 • 1861, Letcher 




During the month of February the Enquirer and Examiner 
continued to ridicule the peace conference's efforts, and to 
influence the newly eleoted delegates to the state convention. 
The ~-Weekly Enggirer said this of the newly formed 
Washington Peace Conference: 
Unless we are greatly mistaken, indications in 
certain quarters, point to another submission 
dodge• in the shape of a national Conven·tion to 
adjust difficulties by amending the Constitution. 
This dodge first emanated from Mr. Seward in his 
"one, two or three years hence" settlement, and 
was designed to firmly fix the Black Bepublioans 
in power. 24 ·. 
The conference sat until February 2~· ..•. <'flnd adopted a p~an 
for conc111at1on which resembled the Crittenden proposai.25 
John Tyler was chosen as the presiding officer. He went int9 
( 
the conference with high hopes. In a let·ter dated January 25 
to an unknown individual in Washington, he said: 
I fi1"'mly believe that if the peoplo of the North 
and of the South could meet each other face ·to 
face in council where the demands of both could 
be distinctly stated, and the advantages and 
disadvantages of union and disunion be Discussed, 
and mature explanations be made; then Disputes 
which now disturb the Countr:y
6
might and would be 
arrived by settlement. • • • 2 
However, Tyler•s hopes and aspirations were never satisfied. 
Such states as Michigan, h1 sconsin, and Minnesota railed te 
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the conference's proposals, 'and the Southern border states, 
Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas did 
11kew1 se. 28 
Why did this conference fa.11? One res.son was lack of 
earnest support by .the North. An excellent example of this 
can be seen in an ~rticle from the W XQ£k Tribune• . ·It 
stated: 
A majority of the men who compose i e f ,the 
WasfiJ.ngton Peace Conference_/ belong to beaten 
and broken down factions utterly rejected and 
thrust aside by the people, and without prestige 
or influence in. nineteen of the most important 
States of the Union.29 
Another factor was the refusal by seceded states to send 
delegates. Also the stubbornnass_::«)f Northern and Southern 
delegates in Washington added to tho inef:f'ec ti veness or the 
oonferences. When the conference failed even the moderates 
and Unionists began to see that war wa.a !nevi table. The 
Blahmond lil.l1..g., the champion of moderation and· c·aution, 
expressed a dubious. attitude. ~·Jh~n the prop.osed amendments 
to the constitution were ~-e:j.ect&4, the Whig ·expressed this 
point or view: 
During the present Conference, propositions 
have been submitted for the settlement or the 
controversy. • • • Negotiations are still in 
progress in that body, for a peaceful adjust-
ment. Peace is the probebility-bu·t war, never• 
theless may be the fact. 30 
28. ~· 
29. Richmond Sergi•\teakl;.z Engui:rer, February 12, 
p. 2. 





By the first of March to a majority or Virginians, 
efforts at raoonoiliation seemed lost. The failures at 
mediation in Washington during the months of January and 
February along with persistent agitation by the secessionist 
press decreased the number of Unionist supporters. The seces-
sion of the Lower South followed by the sending of thei~ 
ambassadors to induce Virginia to leave the Union, and the 
hopelessness expressed by the Unionist press, all contributed 
to increase and unify the disunionist faction. All that 
remained was the overt act to bring Virginia into the arms 
of her sister states. 
CHAPTER 6 
A Ce.pa·tone For The Seoessionists 
The first week in March was of the utmost importance 
to the future status of Virginia. Very few men expressed 
hope of conoiliation after Lincoln's inaugural address. A 
sense of desperation was evident in most Union men since 
the Washington Peace Conference failed to reach any settle-
ment. The best example of this can be seen in the March h 
issue of the Richmond pail~ Whig. Concerning the failure 
of the conference, it saidt 
We have all along maintained that there was 
no hope of settlement of the pending contro-
versy by the miserable politioians in Con-
gress. The proceedings in Congress! e.nd the 
Peace Conference settlement, auffic ently 
demonstrated the faot1on 1 s temper and charac-
ter of th~ wretched extremists of both 
sections. J. 
The radical press, or course, zealously played up the failure 
of the conference. In analyzing the conference' e propose.ls, 
the Examiner touched on the possibility of Virginia's having 
to tight fellow Southerners, if they approved the amendments. 
This was a delicate subj~ot1 ~o which Virginia would never 
submit. The Exe.miner stated: · 
You who accept this compromise to escape war, 
will, by your very act of acoeptanoe, involve 
yourse:lf in war. ·In what kind of war, and 
with whom'/ Why, in fratricidal war, ·with war 
home-oivil, intestine war, war against your 
fellow-citizens of Virginia. Can you, 
1. Richmond Dai~? Whig, March 4, 1861, p. 2. 
submiesionists, march unopposed and unharmed 
through Eastern and Southwestern Virginia to 
assail South Carolina?2 
Lincoln was inaugurated on March 4, and the reaction 
to his address was widespread and hostile in many q~a~ters 
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of Virginia. As we have noted in the previous chapter, the 
Whi s end other conserve ti ve thinking papers gradually -joined 
the secessionist forces in the few months after Lincoln's 
election. Linooln's address was the capstone for the seoes-
sionists. Save for the call for troops, no event gave the 
seoessioni sts more strength than Lincoln's inaugural address·. 
The Whig had this to say of his address: 
Let Lincoln carry out the policy indicated 
in his Inaugural, and civil Wax' will be 
inaugurated forthwith throughout the length 
and breadth of the land. The Gulf States, 
in our judgment, have acted rashly, un-
neighborly, and improperly1 but, considering 
them erring sisters, entitled to our sympa-
thies and our aid in an emergency, Virginia 
can never consent, and will never consent 
for the Federal Government to employ coercive 
measures towards them.3 
As was expected, the secessionist press bitterly criticized 
Lincoln's speech. An excellent example of this is seen in 
the following pe.sse.ge: 
Lincoln has hoisted the red flng right before 
their eyes /pertaining to the subm1ssionistf!l, 
ignominiously rejected all their terms of 
capitulation, and demands tpe most unquali-
fied end abject submission.4 
The Charlottesville Review, A Unionist Paper, called Lin.coln's 
address a "swindl:e." The Review maintained that the speech 
2. Richmond Dailz Fxaminer, March 2, 1861, p. 2. 
3. Riohrnond .!?.!l!I. Whig, March 6, 1861, p. 2. 
4. Richmond Daily Examiner, March 6, 1861, p. 2. 
threatened civil war and suggested no other plan for 
oompromise.5 
It can .be generally said that the major! ty of Virgin-
ians :misinterpreted Lincoln 1 s address. In tru·th, while 1 t 
struck a note of gentle firmness, it also expressed a spi:rit 
of conciliation and fr1endl1neas.6 When Lincoln said ·that 
he would uee all the power provided -to "hold, occupy,.· and 
possess the property~. and places belonging to the government," 
he ws.s dealing with a. del.i.oate matter. Many Virginians mis-
construed this as a threat of aggression, especially in 
regard~~ to South Carolina and the question af the forte near 
Charleston harbor. However, there were some Virginians who 
more accurately evaluated the address. Such was James D. 
Davidson, an avid Unionist from Rockbridge County. Davids0n 
maintained: 
Nor- did I think e.ny reasone.ble Southern man, 
can draw any' inference from it that Lincoln 
entertains any decided--determined purpose, 
under eny circumatances, to collect revenue, 
or seize the forts, at the Southern ports.7 
Lincoln's inaugural s.ddress was def1n1 tely an a a set· for / 
I 
the secessionists. This added to the gradual momentum which l 
was moving on the side or the disunionists since Lincoln's 
election.. 
6. 
No doubt the results of the election in November 
Chnrlottesvill.!Z Review, March 8, 1861, p. 2 • 
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accurately measured the viewpoint of the majority of Virgin-
ians. They did not want to leave the Union. However, with 
the failure of the various peace conferences and attempts at 
oompromisea, their confidence in the future of the Union was 
vastly diminished. That Virginia did not play a leading role 
a:Cter the election to redress grievances between the two 
sections, ls not completely true. This can be seen in the 
forming of the "committee ·or Thirty-three" and the calling 
of the Washington Peace Conference. But this was not the 
dominant mood in Virginia during the three months after the 
eleotion. Virginians were hone.stly beginning to see ·the 
course which they must and would take-unifiaat:lon with their 
sister states. 
The minds of Virginians were made up by March 4. Sinoe 
the election in November, faith in the Union decreased 
gradually to such a·point where any possible solution seemed 
hopeless. If Lincoln had asked Virginia to send troops to 
South Carolina on March 4, the results would have been similar 
to the notion taken a month later. Only diehard Unionists, 
suoh as .James Davidson of Rockbridge County, remained loyal 
to the Union. The secessionists' plans had been answered 
and it would take only the overt a.ct to exhibit their senti-
ment. 
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Appendix 
Ci ties Population Breckenridge Bell Douslll Bell-Douglas 
Richmond 37.910 27# 56~ 17f 73% 
Norfolk 14,620 27 54 14 73 
Portsmouth 9,462 38 46 15 61 
Petersburg i8,266 12 53 34 87 
Alexandria 12,654. 37 55 8 63 
Wheeling 14,083 23 33 22 ~5 
Rural 
Virginia 46 44 9 53 
Thie table indicates the precantage of votes obtained 
by the various candidates in the urban and rural ureas of 
Virginia. Note the large amount of urban votes obtained by 
Bell and the large rural ones by Breckenridge.1 
1. Ollinger Crenshaw . "Urban and Rural Voting in the 
E.:l. ection of' 1860.~ ft Histori~'iraplpf and :q.~91zat1i% 
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